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The subject property consists of a 36,940 square foot one story and part two story light 
industrial building situated on 1.58 acres of land measured to the center line of Horne Drive 
(1.41 acres net of the area within Horne Drive). 
TAX MAP NO. 20-06-072-000 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
In accordance with your request, I completed an inspection and analysis to appraise the 
captioned property.  The attached report contains the data and reasoning necessary to reach my 
opinion of value. 
 
The purpose of the report is to estimate the market value of the subject’s fee simple 
interest in its “as is” condition.  Although the subject is occupied by a tenant that utilizes the 
premises for the manufacture of equipment for the aerospace industry, I appraised the fee simple 
interest in the subject property as of June 1, 2008. 
 
The intended use of the report is to satisfy the practicum requirement of The Edward St. 
John Department of Real Estate.  The intended users of the report include The Edward St. John 
Department of Real Estate and its faculty, staff, and administrators. 
 
This is a self-contained appraisal report that results from the analysis described in the 
Scope of Work section.  In my opinion, the analysis is sufficient to provide credible results. 
 
The Edward St. John Department of Real Estate 




Based on my analysis, I estimate the market value of the subject fee simple interest in its 
“as is” condition as of June 1, 2008 to be: 
 




The value reported is qualified by the definitions, limiting conditions, and certifications 





John J. Coyle 4th 
PA Certified General Real Estate Appraiser # GA003567 
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Figure 1 - Looking North at the Subject Improvements 
 
 





Figure 3 - Looking South at the Subject Improvements 
 
 











































SUMMARY OF FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
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Property Type One story and part two story light industrial building 
  
Address 5 Horne Drive 
Folcroft West Industrial Park 
Folcroft Borough, Delaware County 
Folcroft, PA 19032 
  
Land Area 1.58 gross acres measured from the center line of 
Horne Drive, 1.41 net acres excluding the area in the 
bed of Horne Drive 
  
Building Data 36,940 square feet erected in 1969, expanded in 1974, 
1980, 1985, and 1988, and renovated in 2006 and 
2007 
  
Owner Wilbuc Associates, LLC and Charles E. Frank, as 
tenants in common 
  




Zoning LIB Light Industrial/Business Park District 
  
Highest and Best Use – If Vacant Development of a freestanding single level industrial 
building containing 20,000 square feet to 25,000 
square feet of masonry construction in accordance 
with the underlying zoning and other land use controls 
  
Highest and Best Use – As 
Improved 
Single occupant light industrial utilization in 
accordance with the underlying zoning and other land 
use controls 
  
Estimate of Land Value $  235,000 
  
Indicated Value by the 



















 USPAP Standards Rule 1-2 sets forth the elements required to correctly identify the 
problem to be solved.  An appraiser must: 
 
• identify the client and other intended users; 
 
• identify the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions; 
 
• identify the type and definition of value; 
 
• identify the effective date of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions; 
 
• identify the characteristics of the property that area relevant to the type and 
definition of value and intended use of the appraisal; 
 
• identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment; 
 
• identify any hypothetical conditions necessary in the assignment; and 
 
• determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results.1
 
The Purpose of the Appraisal 
 
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the market value of the subject in its “as is” 
condition. 
 
The Client and Other Intended Users 
 
The intended users of this appraisal report are the faculty, staff and administrators of The 
Johns Hopkins University Carey Business School Edward St. John Department of Real Estate. 
 
The Intended Use of This Report 
 
I intend The Johns Hopkins University Carey Business School Edward St. John 
Department of Real Estate to use this report to satisfy the author’s student practicum 
requirement, and for no other purpose. 
 
Definition of Value 
 
 
The definition of value for this report is market value.  Market value is “the most 
probable price, as of a specified date, in cash, or in terms equivalent to cash, or in other precisely 
revealed terms, for which the specified property rights should sell after reasonable exposure in a 
competitive market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, with the buyer and seller each 
                                                 




acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for self-interest, and assuming that neither is under undue 
duress.”2
The Comment to USPAP Standards Rules 1-2(c) states “when developing an opinion of 




3  Exposure time is “the estimated length of time the property interest being 
appraised would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a 
sale at market value on the effective date of the appraisal . . . .”4  “It is noted that the concept of 
reasonable exposure encompasses not only adequate, sufficient and reasonable time but also 
adequate, sufficient and reasonable effort.”5  Thus, the appraiser must base the estimate of 
market value on a reasonable amount of time to properly advertise the subject to potential buyers 
prior to the effective date of appraisal.  To develop an opinion of the reasonable exposure time, 
an appraiser may rely upon statistical information about days on market, information gathered 
through sales verifications, and interviews of market participants.6
A concept related to reasonable exposure time is marketing time.  Marketing time is “an 
estimate of the amount of time it might take to sell an interest in real property at its estimated 
market value during the period immediately after the effective date of the appraisal.”
 
 
7  “The 
reasonable marketing time is a function of price, time, use, and anticipated market condition, 
such as changes in the cost and availability of funds . . . .”8  To develop an opinion of the 
marketing time, an appraiser may rely upon statistical information about days on market, 
information gathered through sales verifications, interviews of market participants, and 
anticipated changes in market conditions.9
                                                 
2 The Appraisal Institute, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th ed., 23. 
3 USPAP Standards Rule 1-2(c), Comments. 
4 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Exposure Time.” 
5 The Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation, Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, 
"Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value Opinions." 
6 The Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation, Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, 
"Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value Opinions." 
7 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Marketing Time.” 
8 The Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation, Advisory Opinion 7. 
9 The Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation, Advisory Opinion 7. 
 
 
Based on information from CoStar, I have identified the number of days on market for 11 
sales of industrial/flex buildings in the subject’s peer group ranging from $45.00 per square foot 
to $65.00 per square foot, a price range that brackets my final opinion of value.  The time on 
market ranged from zero for a sale in which the buyer approached the seller directly when the 
property was not for sale to 24 months.  The mean time on market was 8 months and the median 






TIME ON MARKET ANALYSIS 
    
 Time on Market  Time on Market 
Transaction 1 0 Months Transaction 7 8 Months 
Transaction 2 1 Month Transaction 8 8 Months 
Transaction 3 4 Months Transaction 9 10 Months 
Transaction 4 5 Months Transaction 10 17 Months 
Transaction 5 6 Months Transaction 11 24 Months 
Transactions 6 7 Months   
 
Based upon the information discussed above, the estimate of market value presumes an 
exposure time of 9 months and a marketing time of 9 months. 
 
Effective Date of Opinions and Conclusions 
 
The effective date of value for this report is June 1, 2008. 
 
Property Rights Appraised 
 
Although the subject is occupied by a tenant, this report appraises the subject’s fee simple 
interest.  For purpose of this appraisal, the fee simple interest is “absolute ownership 
unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject only to the limitations imposed by the 
governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, police power, and escheat.”10
USPAP defines an extraordinary assumption as “an assumption, directly related to a 







USPAP defines a hypothetical condition as “that which is contrary to what exists but is 
supposed for the purpose of analysis.”
  The date of valuation for this report is June 1, 2008, but I did not first inspect the 
subject property until July 15, 2008.  Since I did not observe the condition of the subject on the 
date of valuation, I based my analysis upon an extraordinary assumption that the condition of the 
subject on July 15, 2008 was the same as the condition of the subject on June 1, 2008. 
 
In my opinion this is a reasonable assumption.  There are less than two (2) months 
between the date of valuation and the date of inspection.  Representatives of the occupant 





                                                 
10 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Fee Simple Estate.” 
11 USPAP, Definitions. 
12 USPAP, Definitions. 
  On the June 1, 2008 date of valuation, NP Precision 
Incorporated occupied the subject pursuant to the terms of a lease more fully described in 




rent that is less than my estimate of the market rent.  This appraisal estimates the fair market 
value of the fee simple interest in the subject property and does not take into account the 
influence of the lease in effect with NP Precision Incorporated.  Accordingly, I based my 
analysis on the hypothetical condition that a tenant occupies the subject according to a lease at 
market terms and pays market rent. 
 
Subject Characteristics Relevant to the Problem to be Solved 
 
The subject of this report does not include any personal property, trade fixtures or 
intangibles that are not real property.  I analyzed the subject as a whole and did not appraise a 
fractional interest, physical segment, or partial holding.  The following sections of this report 
describe the locational, physical, legal and economic attributes of the subject real estate that are 
relevant to the problem to be solved. 
SCOPE OF WORK 
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The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) effective January 1, 
2008 govern the scope of work for all appraisal assignments.  An appraiser must: 
 
1. identify the problem to be solved; 
 
2. determine and perform the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment 
results; and 
 
3. disclose the scope of work in the report.13
 
I prepared this appraisal as a self-contained appraisal report.  It is my intention to comply 
with the reporting requirements contained in Standards Rule 2-2(a).  Accordingly, a description 
of the scope of work used to develop this appraisal follows. 
 
Extent to Which the Property Is Identified 
 
 In this appraisal assignment, I gathered relevant information from the owner, the 
occupant, public records, and through an inspection of the subject.  I viewed the interior and 
exterior of the subject improvements and interviewed representatives of the owner and tenant to 
gather information about the physical characteristics that are relevant to the valuation problem.  I 
relied upon the deed from West Avenue Beach Properties LP to Wilbuc Associates, LLC and 
Charles E. Frank, as tenants in common, dated December 15, 2003, the postal address, and 
assessor’s records for a legal description of the subject land.  Although I requested access to a 
recent survey and title report, neither was available to review.  I examined the lease between 
Wilbuc Associates, LLC and Charles E. Frank, as tenants in common, and NP Precision 
Incorporated, as amended, to identify the economic characteristics of the subject. 
 
Extent to Which the Property Is Inspected 
 
 I viewed and photographed the interior and exterior of the subject property on July 15, 
2008, and April 1, 2009. 
 
Type and Extent of the Data Researched 
 
 This report is based upon my review and analysis of the market conditions affecting real 
property value, including land values, cost and depreciation estimates, the attributes of 
competitive properties, and sales data for industrial properties.  This process included interviews 
with market participants, available published data, and the other resources cited in this report.  I 
also reviewed applicable tax data, zoning requirements, flood zone status, demographic trends, 
land use trends, and employment trends. 
 
 
 I researched data on comparable land and improved sales, income and expense 
information, and construction costs; confirmed all comparable sales information; and analyzed 
the information gathered in applying the cost, sales comparison, and income capitalization 
                                                 
13 USPAP, Scope of Work Rule. 
SCOPE OF WORK 
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approaches.  Please refer to the subsequent portions of this report that individually address the 
approaches to value for a further description of the type and extent of the data researched. 
 
Type and Extent of Analysis Applied 
 
 I analyzed the gathered data to arrive at an estimate of value of the fee simple interest in 
the subject property in its “as is” condition by each of the three traditional approaches to value: 
the sales comparison approach, the cost approach, and the income capitalization approach.  To 
reconcile the approaches to value, I considered the quantity and quality of the data available 
under each approach, the advantages and/or disadvantages of each approach, and the relevance 
of each to the subject property and the appraisal problem.  Subsequent sections of this report 
discuss the steps required to complete each approach and the reconciliation process. 
 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY 
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 The subject property, commonly known as 5 Horne Drive, Folcroft, Pennsylvania 19032, 
is situated on the north side of Horne Drive approximately 310 feet east of the intersection of 
Horne Drive and School Lane in the western portion of the Folcroft West Industrial Park.  The 
Folcroft West Industrial Park is located in Folcroft Borough, Delaware County.  Delaware 
County identifies the subject as Tax Folio No. 20-00-01135-02 and Tax Map No. 20-006-072-
000.  The subject improvements consist of a one story and part two story building containing 
approximately 36,940 square feet of gross building area. 
 
Wilbuc Associates, LLC and Charles E. Frank own the subject as tenants in common.  
NP Precision Incorporated occupies the subject property under a ten (10) year lease that began 
on January 1, 2004 and ends December 31, 2013.  A copy of the current lease, as amended, is 
included in the addendum.  Pursuant to the lease, NP Precision Incorporated has to option to 
purchase the subject property for $1,600,000, or $43.31 per square foot.  NP Precision 
Incorporated can exercise the purchase option in writing at any time after June 30, 2003.  The 
following table summarizes the annual rent paid by NP Precision Incorporated under the current 
lease. 
 
ANNUAL RENTAL SUMMARY 
    
Begin End Annual Rent Annual Rent per SF 
January 1, 2004 December 31, 2005 $175,000.00 $4.74 
January 1, 2006 December 31, 2006 $192,000.00 $5.20 
January 1, 2007 December 31, 2008 $210,000.00 $5.68 
January 1, 2009 December 31, 2013 $229,313.50 $6.21 
 
 The subject’s legal description is set forth below. 
 
 
Figure 5 - Legal Description
HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY 
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Wilbuc Associates, LLC and Charles E. Frank as tenants in common, acquired the subject 
on December 15, 2003 from West Avenue Beach Properties LP for a consideration of 
$1,325,000, or $35.87 per square foot.  The transaction is recorded at Media Borough, the county 
seat of Delaware County, in Book 3038, Page 109.  The addendum contains a copy of the deed.  
At the time of acquisition, the subject was improved with the existing one story and part two 
story light industrial facility. 
 
The subject was erected in stages beginning in 1969 and ending in 1988.  The gross 
building area ranged from 19,301 square feet in 1969 to 36,940 square feet in 1988 through the 
June 8, 2008 date of valuation.  The following table summarizes the construction stages for the 
subject over time. 
 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUBJECT BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 
     
Year Description 1st Floor Area 2nd Floor Area Cumulative Total 
     
1969 Office and Manufacturing Areas 19,301 SF 0 SF 19,301 SF 
1974 Warehouse Addition 2,716 SF 0 SF 22,017 SF 
1980 Warehouse and Office Additions 7,748 SF 1,900 SF 31,665 SF 
1985 Utility Addition 1,275 SF 0 SF 32,940 SF 
1988 Two Story Addition 2,000 SF 2,000 SF 36,940 SF 
     
 TOTAL BUILDING AREA 33,040 SF 3,900 SF 36,940 SF 
 
During 2006 and 2007 the occupant, NP Precision Incorporated, invested over $250,000 
to improve the subject property.  The following table summarizes the tenant’s expenditures. 
 




Bay 1 added 49 new lights $47,752 
Finished new back room 1,800 square feet $9,500 
Built new locker room and bathroom including all lighting and fixtures $22,287 
Leveled, stripped, patched degreased, 30,000 sq. feet of floors, patched wall, 
stripped off old grease and paint, repainted with two coats, stripped ceiling of 
rust then repainted 30,000 sq foot ceiling with two coats of rust preventive 
primer and epoxy paint 
$114,400 
Filled in and leveled five pits approximately 4'x4'x4' deep releveled all areas $20,415 
Replaced three non working doors  
• between bay 1 and 2 $16,480 
• to outside from bay 2 $2,050 
• to addition from main shop $6,000 
1 new packaged rooftop HVAC unit $9,631 






The subject is located in the Folcroft West Industrial Park section of Folcroft Borough, 
Delaware County, Pennsylvania.  The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 
(DVRPC) serves nine member counties, five southeastern Pennsylvania counties (Bucks, 
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia) and four southern New Jersey counties 
(Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, and Mercer). 
 
Montgomery County and Chester County shape Delaware County’s northern boundary.  
The City of Philadelphia is located to the east.  New Castle County, Delaware and the Delaware 
River, across which is Gloucester County, New Jersey, form the southern boundary.  Chester 




The region contains 3,812.34 square miles.  The City of Philadelphia (which is 
coterminous with Philadelphia County) is the smallest county with 142.47 square miles, or 
3.74% of the region’s land area.  Burlington County, New Jersey, which contains 21.48% of the 
region’s land, is the largest with 818.74 square miles.  Delaware County is the second smallest of 
the DVRPC’s nine member counties with 190.63 square miles, or 5.00% of the region.   
 
The eastern portion of Delaware County represents the initial suburbs of the City of 
Philadelphia that grew substantially from the turn of the 20th Century through World War II.  
Since 1960/1970, the focus of growth and development in Delaware County shifted north and 
west.  Delaware County benefits from access to the region’s highway network, freight and 





The Nine County Delaware Valley Planning Region.  The following table summarizes 
the United States Census Bureau population statistics for the Delaware Valley from the 1970, 




 The region grew rapidly from 1930 to 1970, mostly in older and more densely developed 
areas in Philadelphia and the immediately adjacent suburbs.  However, the population of 
DVRPC’s nine counties declined -2.02% (103,804 persons) in the decade between 1970 and 
1980.  From 1980 to 1990, the population grew by 158,283 persons (3.50%) to reclaim the losses 
of the prior decade.  The most recent census in 2000 indicates that the nine counties as a whole 
grew by 4.57%, or 204,702 persons.  Overall, the region’s population grew 6.06% (259,181 
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 The DVRPC forecasts that the Delaware Valley’s population will continue to grow from 
2000 to 2030.  The 2010 forecast indicates that the region stands to gain 252,017 persons 
(4.68%) over the 2000 census, approximating the growth of the prior decade.  The DVRPC 
estimates that the region’s population will grow at a slower pace with another 221,349 persons 
(3.93%) added by 2020.  The 2030 forecast predicts that the region will gain another 204,569 
persons (3.49%).  Accordingly, the DVRPC projects that the region’s population will increase by 
12.42% from 2000 to 2030, more than double the rate from 1970 to 2000. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Suburbs.  The patterns of growth of the four Pennsylvania suburban 
counties were not uniform between 1970 and 2000.  Delaware County was the only Pennsylvania 
suburban county to lose population.  From 1970 to 2000, Bucks, Chester and Montgomery 
Counties grew consistently.  By contrast, Delaware County lost residents from 1970 to 1990, but 




 In the 30 years between 1970 and 2000, Delaware County was the only suburban 
Pennsylvania county that lost population on an aggregate basis with an -8.72% decline (-52,592 
persons).  Delaware County started 1970 as the second largest Pennsylvania suburban county in 
the Delaware Valley behind only Montgomery County, but slipped to third behind Bucks 
County. 
 








1970 1980 1990 2000
Population 1970-2000





Bucks County’s population grew 43.41% by adding 180,907 residents, the largest 
absolute growth of the four suburban Pennsylvania counties.  Chester County remained the 
smallest of the four counties based on population but witnessed the second largest absolute 
growth (155,755 persons) and the largest percentage growth (56.08%).  While Montgomery 
County had only the third largest percentage growth (20.19%) and absolute growth (126,017 




 DVRPC’s population forecasts for 2010, 2020, and 2030 generally project a continuation 
of the historic trends from 1970 to 2000.  Delaware County’s population will remain virtually 
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The DVRPC projects that in the 30 years between 2000 and 2030 Delaware County will 
add only 8,424 residents (1.53%) and become the smallest of the four suburban Pennsylvania 
counties based on population.  With the addition of 171,770 inhabitants (39.62%) over the same 
time period, Chester County will again lead in percentage and absolute population growth, and 
surpass Delaware County as the third most populous of the DVRPC’s Pennsylvania suburbs.  
Bucks County’s population will grow 23.08% by adding 137,944 persons, the second largest 
absolute and percentage growth from 2000 to 2030, to remain number two in suburban 
population behind Montgomery County.  Montgomery County will stay the largest of the four 
Pennsylvania suburban counties based on population with the third largest percentage growth 






Total Population Change (%) '00-'30
Bucks Chester Delaware Montgomery
LOCATION 
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Land Development Trends 
 
 A review of land development patterns reinforces the trends in population change.  The 
following table compares the change in population and the change in developed land for the 
region between 1990 and 2000.   
 
DEVELOPED LAND VS. POPULATION 1990-2000 
     











     
Bucks 122,029  149,343 22.38% 10.43% 
Chester 118,285  145,667 23.15% 15.17% 
Delaware 75,076  80,889 7.74% 0.59% 
Montgomery 149,974  174,350 16.25% 10.62% 
Philadelphia 75,993  75,593 -0.53% -4.29% 
PA Total 541,357  625,842 15.61% 3.24% 
     
Burlington 84,805  95,333 12.41% 7.17% 
Camden 69,612  74,149 6.52% 1.21% 
Gloucester 51,936  63,268 21.82% 10.69% 
Mercer 55,195  61,326 11.11% 7.65% 
NJ Total 261,549  294,076 13.47% 5.78% 
     
REGION 802,905  919,918 14.57% 7.17% 
 
These statistics indicate the positive growth in the population and new land development 
is all occurring outside of the City of Philadelphia.  The data also indicates that the rate of land 
usage exceeds the rate of population growth.  Accordingly, the increasing population is using 
land at an increasing rate. 
 
Between 1990 and 2000, the population in Delaware County remained almost unchanged.  
However, Delaware County’s inventory of developed land increased 7.74% over the same 
period.  Of Delaware County’s 49 municipalities, the largest gains in developed land area 
occurred in the western part of the county, as shown above.  This is the same part of the county 
that witnessed the greatest population growth.  Thus, the focus of population growth and land 






 The tables on Page 20 illustrate a forecasted shift in employment from manufacturing to 
service oriented industries in the nine-county region and in Delaware County.  In 2005, the 
service industries accounted for 36.87% of the Delaware Valley’s jobs.  By contrast, 
manufacturing provided 10.41% of the jobs.  The DVRPC forecasts that the Delaware Valley 
will increase the number of jobs in 2030 by 11.47% over the 2005 levels driven by a 32.69% 
growth rate in the services industries.  By 2030, the manufacturing sector will only account for 
9.14% of the workforce, a decline of more than two points, while services will comprise 43.89% 
of the region’s jobs. 
 
 In Delaware County, the DVRPC forecasts that employment will grow 2.16% between 
2005 and 2030.  Transportation/utilities and services are the only growth sectors for Delaware 
County.  During the 25 years between 2005 and 2030, the DVRPC expects that manufacturing 
employment will decline 15.95 percent.  Employment in Delaware County’s services sector, 
however, will grow 21.05 percent. 
 
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
2005-2030 









Bucks 277,903 333,185 19.89% 
Chester 253,622 326,992 28.93% 
Delaware 237,587 242,708 2.16% 
Montgomery 505,950 574,251 13.50% 
Philadelphia 728,035 734,039 0.82% 
5 PA Counties 2,003,097 2,211,175 10.39% 
Burlington 214,642 254,072 18.37% 
Camden 222,732 226,124 1.52% 
Gloucester 108,235 140,597 29.90% 
Mercer 228,508 263,687 15.40% 
4 NJ Counties 774,117 884,480 14.26% 
Region Total 2,777,214 3,095,655 11.47% 
 
 The forecasted change in total employment between 2005 and 2030 highlights the 
locations of job growth.  Delaware County lags well behind the nine-county region and the 
average of the five Pennsylvania counties.  DVRPC projects future employment growth to occur 
in the suburban counties such as Chester County, PA and Gloucester County, NJ.  The projected 
level of growth in Delaware County’s future employment is more akin to the City of 
Philadelphia and Camden County, NJ, areas that once thrived in the industrial boom that 




DELAWARE VALLEY EMPLOYENT FORECAST BY SECTOR 2005-2030 
 
 
Ag/Mine Construct Mfg Trans/Util Wholesale Retail F.I.R.E. Services Gov't Millitary Total 
2005 30,275  143,075  289,013  114,859  131,225  444,657  229,394  1,023,929  361,962  8,775  2,777,164  
2010 29,407  129,186  298,181  117,767  132,950  436,122  213,184  1,118,743  356,511  9,714  2,841,765  
2015  28,776  128,899  294,325  118,542  133,312  438,078  214,026  1,183,173  360,507  10,055  2,909,693  
2020 28,202  128,740  290,535  118,821  133,633  440,329  215,149  1,243,941  364,510  10,376  2,974,236  
2025 27,419  128,550  287,021  119,197  133,931  442,647  216,651  1,302,326  369,387  10,658  3,037,787  
2030 26,636  128,123  282,802  119,151  133,863  444,226  217,596  1,358,695  373,670  10,893  3,095,655  
% Chg '05-'10 -2.87% -9.71% 3.17% 2.53% 1.31% -1.92% -7.07% 9.26% -1.51% 10.70% 2.33% 
% Chg '10-'15 -2.15% -0.22% -1.29% 0.66% 0.27% 0.45% 0.39% 5.76% 1.12% 3.51% 2.39% 
% Chg '15-'20 -1.99% -0.12% -1.29% 0.24% 0.24% 0.51% 0.52% 5.14% 1.11% 3.19% 2.22% 
% Chg '20-'25 -2.78% -0.15% -1.21% 0.32% 0.22% 0.53% 0.70% 4.69% 1.34% 2.72% 2.14% 
% Chg '25-'30 -2.86% -0.33% -1.47% -0.04% -0.05% 0.36% 0.44% 4.33% 1.16% 2.20% 1.90% 
% Chg '05-'30 -12.02% -10.45% -2.15% 3.74% 2.01% -0.10% -5.14% 32.69% 3.23% 24.14% 11.47% 
DELAWARE COUNTY EMPLOYMENT FORECAST 2005-2030 
 
 
Ag/Mine Construct Mfg Trans/Util Wholesale Retail F.I.R.E. Services Gov't Millitary Total 
2005 2,060  15,805  21,049  11,915  10,617  38,354  19,987  92,967  24,679  154  237,587  
2010 1,869  13,970  20,913  12,435  10,401  36,766  18,007  99,936  24,265  166  238,728  
2015 1,720  13,615  19,879  12,788  10,120  36,080  17,607  103,615  24,220  165  239,809  
2020 1,659  13,116  19,047  12,870  10,058  35,835  17,530  106,380  24,177  161  240,833  
2025 1,529  12,863  18,337  12,780  9,862  35,435  17,171  109,447  24,217  156  241,797  
2030 1,398  12,632  17,691  12,539  9,648  34,967  16,813  112,532  24,334  154  242,708  
% Chg '05-'10 -9.27% -11.61% -0.65% 4.36% -2.03% -4.14% -9.91% 7.50% -1.68% 7.79% 0.48% 
% Chg '10-'15 -7.97% -2.54% -4.94% 2.84% -2.70% -1.87% -2.22% 3.68% -0.19% -0.60% 0.45% 
% Chg '15-'20 -3.55% -3.67% -4.19% 0.64% -0.61% -0.68% -0.44% 2.67% -0.18% -2.42% 0.43% 
% Chg '20-'25 -7.84% -1.93% -3.73% -0.70% -1.95% -1.12% -2.05% 2.88% 0.17% -3.11% 0.40% 
% Chg '25-'30 -8.57% -1.80% -3.52% -1.89% -2.17% -1.32% -2.08% 2.82% 0.48% -1.28% 0.38% 
% Chg '05-'30 -32.14% -20.08% -15.95% 5.24% -9.13% -8.83% -15.88% 21.05% -1.40% 0.00% 2.16% 
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 2000-2007 









Bucks 3.4% 4.1% 3.8% 
Chester 3.1% 3.6% 3.1% 
Delaware 3.8% 4.6% 4.0% 
Montgomery 3.2% 3.9% 3.4% 
Philadelphia 5.6% 6.7% 6.0% 
Burlington 3.1% 3.9% 3.8% 
Camden 3.9% 4.8% 4.8% 
Gloucester 3.6% 4.4% 4.3% 
Mercer 3.3% 3.9% 3.8% 
Pennsylvania 4.2% 5.0% 4.4% 
New Jersey 3.7% 4.5% 4.3% 
United States 4.0% 5.1% 4.6% 
 
 Delaware County has a favorable unemployment rate according to the United States 
Department of Labor Statistics.  The County unemployment rate is consistently below that of the 
City of Philadelphia, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the State of New Jersey, and the 
nation as a whole. 
 
PERCENT CHANGE IN PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME 2000-2007 
    
 
County 
2000 Per Capita 
Personal Income 




Bucks $38,241 $50,070 30.93% 
Chester $46,457 $58,130 25.13% 
Delaware $36,824 $48,060 30.51% 
Montgomery $45,991 $62,086 35.00% 
Philadelphia $24,569 $34,764 41.50% 
Burlington $35,060 $44,077 25.72% 
Camden $29,489 $39,266 33.15% 
Gloucester $28,027 $37,331 33.20% 
Mercer $39,461 $52,255 32.42% 
Pennsylvania $29,698 $38,793 30.63% 
New Jersey $38,377 $49,511 29.01% 
United States $29,847 $38,615 29.38% 
 
 The U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis maintains data on per 
capita personal income on a county by county basis.  Between 2000 and 2007, Delaware 
County’s per capita personal income grew 30.51%.  Delaware County’s gain in per capita 
personal income generally tracks that of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and is slightly 







 The Delaware Valley benefits from a transportation network that includes an extensive 
highway system, an international airport, deepwater ports, and public transportation. 
 
 Highway System.  Interstate 95, the Pennsylvania Turnpike, and the New Jersey 
Turnpike are the three primary interstate highways that connect the Delaware Valley to major 
population centers in the eastern United States.  Interstate 95 links the entire eastern seaboard 
from Maine to Florida.  The Pennsylvania Turnpike crosses the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
from the New Jersey Turnpike in the east to Ohio in the west.  The Northeast Extension of the 
Pennsylvania Turnpike provides access to points north from Plymouth Township, Montgomery 
County through Lehigh County to the Pocono Mountains.  The New Jersey Turnpike is a direct 




 The Schuylkill Expressway (Interstate 76) is a major east/west artery serving the area.  It 
connects Center City Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey to the east with King of 
Prussia/Valley Forge, the Pennsylvania Turnpike, and Chester County to the west.  The Blue 
Route (Interstate 476) is a major north/south artery that traverses Delaware County and 
Montgomery County linking Interstate 95 and the Pennsylvania Turnpike.  PA Route 291 (the 
Industrial Highway) also extends from the City of Philadelphia south to Marcus Hook, PA 
serving the industrial communities of Essington, Eddystone, Chester, and Trainer.  US Route 202 
is a north/south route that connects King of Prussia with Chester County, Delaware County, and 
the State of Delaware to the south.  The Route 202 corridor experienced a rapid expansion of 
residential, commercial, and industrial development 
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ANNUAL VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED 2003-2007 









Bucks 13,623,663 13,841,563 1.60% 
Chester 11,759,569 12,125,773 3.11% 
Delaware 9,890,534 10,322,720 4.37% 
Montgomery 18,997,186 19,392,386 2.08% 
Philadelphia 16,107,101 16,378,032 1.68% 
Burlington 12,720,899 12,887,027 1.31% 
Camden 10,438,844 11,204,966 7.34% 
Gloucester 7,221,846 7,460,043 3.30% 
Mercer 8,914,115 9,769,541 9.60% 
5 PA Counties 54,270,952 72,060,474 32.78% 
4 NJ Counties 39,295,704 41,383,663 5.31% 
Region 93,566,656 113,444,137 21.24% 
 
 Between 2003 and 2007 data maintained by the Pennsylvania Department of 
Transportation and the New Jersey Department of Transportation indicates that the annual 
number of vehicle miles travelled increased 21.24 percent.  The five Pennsylvania counties 
experienced an increase of 32.78% in vehicle miles travelled.  Delaware County had the largest 
increase in vehicle miles traveled of the five Pennsylvania counties.  These statistics help 
demonstrate the increased usage of motor vehicles on the area’s roadways. 
 
 Data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey for 2002 and 2006 
confirms the region’s use of motor vehicles as the primary mode of transportation.  The most 
recent statistics indicate more than 80% of commuters drive to work alone or carpool.   
 
COMMUTE TO WORK 2002-2006 
      
 











All Workers 2,455,246 100% 2,531,512 100% 3.11% 
Drove Alone 1,859,167 75.72% 1,852,684 73.18% -0.35% 
Carpooled 196,144 7.99% 227,780 9.00% 16.13% 
Public Transport (Not Taxi) 231,743 9.44% 238,715 9.43% 3.00% 
Walked 78,136 3.18% 97,882 3.87% 25.27% 
Taxi/Motorcycle/Bike/Other 26,736 1.09% 32,813 1.30% 22.73% 
Worked at Home 63,320 2.58% 81,638 3.22% 28.93% 
 
It appears that the region’s network of roadways is capable of handling the current 
demand, but the shift in population and employment centers away from Center City Philadelphia 
is occurring faster than existing network can be expanded.  The potential to expand the current 
roadway system is finite based on the nature and extent of existing land uses.  Without increased 




 Air Transportation.  The Philadelphia International Airport contains seven (7) terminal 
buildings with 120 boarding gates located on approximately 2,357 acres in Tinicum Township, 
Delaware County and the City of Philadelphia.  Twenty nine (29) airlines provide more than 600 
daily flights to 122 domestic and international destinations.  The airport is within a 45 minute 
drive of the outermost areas of the region.  For calendar year 2007, Philadelphia International 
Airport ranked 17th in passenger enplanements and 13th in cargo landed. 
 
 Port Facilities.  The Delaware Valley region has five (5) deep water port facilities on the 
Delaware River in Camden-Gloucester, NJ, Chester, PA, Marcus Hook, PA, Paulsboro, NJ, and 
Philadelphia, PA.  According to the American Association of Port Authorities, the five Delaware 
River ports handled 106,682,639 tons of cargo in 2007.  The combined throughput of the 
Delaware Valley’s cargo facilities ranks fourth in the United States behind the ports of South 




The South Jersey Port Corporation recently announced plans to construct a new port on 
the east side of the Delaware River on the site of a former BP oil refinery in Paulsboro, NJ.  The 
Philadelphia Regional Port Authority also announced plans for the SouthPort container handling 
facility on the west side of the Delaware River south of the Walt Whitman Bridge.  The US 
Army Corps of Engineers has begun the process to deepen the main shipping channel of the 
Delaware River from 40 feet to 45 feet.  The $330 million dredging project, which is scheduled 
to start in 2009, will extend approximately 100 miles from Philadelphia to the mouth of the 
Delaware River.  Proponents anticipate that the dredging will make the region’s ports more 
competitive and attract operators of cargo ships that require a channel deeper than 40 feet. 
 
 Passenger Rail.  The region benefits from an extensive network of public transportation 
facilities.  Amtrak provides passenger rail between Washington, DC and Boston, MA along the 
northeast corridor and between Philadelphia and Harrisburg, PA.  The Southeastern 
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) provides regional rail and bus services 
connecting Center City Philadelphia to Bucks County, PA, Delaware County, PA, Montgomery, 




South Louisiana, LA Houston, TX New York/New 
Jersey
Delaware Valley




use NJ Transit’s rail service to access Center City Philadelphia.  The Port Authority Rail 
Corporation (PATCO) also connects suburban Camden to Center City Philadelphia by way of a 






 Delaware County is in a state of flux.  While the county’s overall population will remain 
virtually unchanged by 2030, municipalities in western Delaware County will continue to gain 
residents while the trend of population loss will continue in the older communities in the east.  
Forecasts also indicate that Delaware County will not experience a dramatic growth in 
employment like the remainder of the Philadelphia suburbs.  While estimates for Delaware 
County’s future employment predict a modest overall growth, the county will rely upon the 







The subject is located in the Folcroft West 
Industrial Park in Folcroft Borough, Delaware County.  
One of Delaware County’s 49 municipalities, Folcroft 
Borough is situated in the southeastern portion of 
county.  Collingdale Borough and Sharon Hill Borough 
combine to create Folcroft Borough’s northern 
boundary.  Darby Township and the City of 
Philadelphia are located to the east.  Tinicum Township 
abuts to the south.  Norwood Borough and Glenolden 
Borough form the western boundary.  The Southeast 
Delco School District serves Folcroft Borough, 
Collingdale Borough, Darby Township, and Sharon 
Hill Borough. 
 
Folcroft Borough contains 1.40 square miles, or 0.73% of Delaware County’s land area.  
The largest municipality in Delaware County is Radnor Township with 13.80 square miles or 
7.24 percent.  The smallest municipality is Millbourne Borough with 0.08 square miles or 0.04% 
of the county land area. 
 
Folcroft Borough’s population reached its zenith in 1970 with 9,610 persons.  Since 
1970, Folcroft Borough lost residents in every census from 1980 to 2000.  Between 1970 and 
1980, Folcroft Borough’s population fell from 9,610 inhabitants to 8,231 inhabitants, a loss of 
1,379 persons or -14.35 percent.  In the next decade, Folcroft Borough lost 725 residents (-
8.81%) when the population dropped to 7,506 persons in 1990.  The 20th Century closed with 
Folcroft Borough’s population declining by another -7.03% (528 persons) to fall to 6,978 
persons.  On an aggregate basis, Folcroft Borough lost 2,632 residents, 27.39% of the population, 


















Folcroft Borough Population '70-'30
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 DVRPC anticipates that Folcroft Borough’s population will continue to decline in 2010, 
2020, and 2030, but at a reduced pace.  Forecasts for 2010 indicate that Folcroft Borough will 
fall to 6,857 persons in 2010, a loss of 121 residents or -1.73 percent.  Between 2010 and 2020, 
Folcroft Borough’s population will shrink by 81 residents (-1.18%) from 6,857 persons to 6,776 
persons.  DVRPC’s estimate for 2030 indicates that Folcroft Borough will shed another 72 
inhabitants (-1.06%) to reach a population of 6,704 persons.  On the whole, forecasts expect that 
Folcroft Borough’s population will decline by 274 persons, or -3.93%, from 2000 to 2030. 
 
 The table on the following page summarizes the land uses in Folcroft Borough between 
1990 and 2005.  According to the most recent statistics from the DVRPC, the John Heinz 
National Wildlife Refuge occupies more than 180 acres of land in Folcroft Borough reducing the 
municipality’s developable land area to approximately 715 acres.  Based on 715 acres of 
potentially developable land, Folcroft Borough is more than 70% in 2005.  From 1990 to 2005, 
the borough’s inventory of vacant land fell by more than 30 percent. 
 
 Residential development, single family and multiple family, is Folcroft Borough’s largest 
classification of developed land containing just more than 20% of the borough’s land area.  
However, the amount of land used for residential purposes fell by more than 20% between 1990 
and 2005.  Industrial land is the second largest of Folcroft Borough’s developed land 
classifications based on acreage.  Land classified as transportation, which includes impervious 
surfaces for roads and parking lots, increased by more than 50% from 1990 to 2005. 
 
FOLCROFT BOROUGH LAND USES 1990-2005 











Total 894.56 100.00% 894.56 100.00% 0.00% 
Total Developed 490.08 54.78% 517.12 57.81% 5.52% 
Single Family 75.26 8.42% 74.56 8.33% -0.93% 
Multiple Family 146.55 16.38% 112.65 12.59% -23.13% 
Industrial 134.80 15.07% 138.48 15.48% 2.73% 
Transportation 62.79 7.02% 97.83 10.94% 55.81% 
Utilities 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 
Commercial 42.62 4.76% 57.89 6.47% 35.83% 
Community Service 9.86 1.10% 17.18 1.92% 74.24% 
Military 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 
Recreation 18.21 2.04% 18.63 2.08% 2.31% 
Agriculture 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 
Mining 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 
Wooded 34.30 3.83% 31.90 3.57% -7.00% 
Vacant 238.15 26.62% 162.09 18.12% -31.94% 
Water 132.02 14.76% 183.46 20.51% 38.96% 
 
 The trend in land use patterns for Folcroft Borough reinforces the trends in population for 
Folcroft Borough.  The residential population and the inventory of residential land are on the 
decline.  More of the land in Folcroft Borough is now devoted to parking lots and other 
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impervious surfaces that support the needs of the industrial development that remains a constant 
fixture in the immediate area. 
 
 The following shows the subject location with one, three, and five mile radius overlays.  
The subject is within two miles of the Philadelphia International Airport and the Boeing 
assembly plant in Ridley, two significant hubs of industrial activity in the area.  The subject is 
within one mile of Interstate 95 and PA Route 291, two significant arteries in southeastern 
Delaware County.  In summary, the subject area offers features that support industrial 




 The chart on the following page summarizes relevant characteristics of the 42 buildings 
that comprise the Folcroft West Industrial Park on the date of valuation. 
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FOLCROFT WEST INDUSTRIAL PARK 
  Address Clear Height Total SF Drive Ins Loading Docks % Leased Yr Built 
1 700 Ashland Ave 14'0" 6,000  4 0 0 1975 
2 701 Ashland Ave 20'0" 82,500  2 35 100 1981 
3 701 Ashland Ave 18'0" 90,000  1 7 100 1981 
4 701 Ashland Ave 20'0" 90,000  1 6 100 1989 
5 906 Ashland Ave 12'0" 27,500  1 2 100 1984 
6 1050 Ashland Ave 16'0" 30,375  2 5 100 1986 
7 1111 E Ashland Ave 24'0" 35,000  1 2 100 1975 
8 700 Carpenters Xing 20'0"-22'0" 60,000  2 8 50 1980 
9 850 Carpenters Xing 16'0" 16,000  2 9 100 1980 
10 900 Carpenters Xing 14'0"-16'0" 25,600  1 7 0 1981 
11 801 Carpenters Xing 14'0"-16'0" 43,000  3 8 90.7 1982 
12 1830 Columbia Ave 18'0"-20'0" 52,000  1 6 100 1973 
13 1833 Columbia Ave 16'0" 13,000  1 1 100 1973 
14 1-7 Darby 20'0" 52,500  3 20 100 1982 
15 1-10 Darby Commons 16'0" 32,000  1 22 90 1982 
16 101-110 Darby Commons 16'0" 42,500  1 4 90 1982 
17 111-122 Darby Commons 20'0" 55,200  1 7 100 1982 
18 1540-1544 Delmar Dr 15'0" 9,000  3 0 100 1980 
19 710 Henderson Blvd 13'0" 12,000  0 1 100 1982 
20 777 Henderson Blvd 14'0" 33,800  0 11 100 1980 
21 777 Henderson Blvd 14'0" 51,450  0 9 100 1980 
22 805 Henderson Blvd 15'0" 15,800  1 1 100 1968 
23 830-850 Henderson Blvd 18'0" 21,250  0 0 100 1980 
24 950 Henderson Blvd 20'0" 21,250  1 3 100 1980 
25 1 Horne Dr 18'0" 20,000  1 4 100 1969 
26 2 Horne Dr 18'0" 24,000  1 1 100 1945 
27 3 Horne Dr 17'0" 32,000  4 4 100 1963 
28 5 Horne Dr 20'0" 36,940  2 1 100 1969 
29 6 Horne Dr 20'0" 33,449  1 2 100 1985 
30 400 Kaiser Dr 16'0" 9,000  1 1 100 1975 
31 401-499 Kaiser Dr 24'0" 56,818  2 27 100 2005 
32 500 Kaiser Dr 18'0" 24,000  2 2 100 1971 
33 514 Kaiser Dr 18'0"-20'0" 32,000  1 3 100 1968 
34 519 Kaiser Dr 22'0" 127,223  1 15 25.93 1971 
35 519 Kaiser Dr 22'0"-24'0" 44,300  4 12 0 2008 
36 600 Kaiser Dr 20'0" 110,000  1 0 100 1980 
37 44 Primos Ave 16'0" 88,300  5 15 100 1975 
38 780-800 Primos Ave 22'0" 100,000  2 16 100 1989 
39 800 Primos Ave 22'0" 61,647  9 13 100 1989 
40 801 Primos Ave 22'0" 50,000  1 5 100 1989 
41 1 Tura Ln 16'0" 26,340  2 3 66.78 1970 




 The Folcroft West Industrial Park contains 1,815,742 square feet.  The average building 
contains 43,232 square feet.  Clear ceiling heights range from 14 feet to 24 feet.  The oldest 
building was built in 1945, and all but two of the existing buildings were built prior to 1990.  
Despite the relatively older age of the majority of the buildings and the relatively low ceiling 
heights, occupancy remains strong with relatively few vacancies.  Accordingly, the Folcroft 
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The Subject Land 
 
 

















 Tract 1:  1.580 Acres:  68835 Sq Feet: Closure = s68.1535e 0.00 Feet:  Precision =1/252537:  Perimeter = 1057 Feet










Title: Horne Drive, Folcroft Borough, Delaware County Date: 03-02-2009
Scale: 1 inch = 46 feet File: Horne Drive.des
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 Summary.  The subject is a 1.58 gross acre, 1.41 net acre irregularly shaped interior 
parcel with 296.02' frontage on the north side of Horne Drive, a 50 foot wide privately 
maintained roadway. 
 
Site Dimensions, Area and Shape.  The subject property is an irregularly shaped interior 
parcel containing a gross land area of 1.58 acres (68,825 square feet) measured from the 
centerline of Horne Drive, a 50 foot wide private roadway.  Net of the 0.17 acres (7,405 square 
feet) within the Horne Drive right of way, the subject has 1.41 acres of useable land.  The east to 
west width of the tract ranges from 294.84 feet at the rear (northern) boundary to 296.02 feet at 
the southern boundary along Horne Drive.  Measured from the centerline of Horne Drive, the 
site’s depth (north to south) is 233.00 feet.  Net of the 25’ within the Horne Drive right of way, 
the tract is only 208.00 feet deep. 
 
SITE INFORMATION 
   
 To Center of Horne Drive Net of Horne Drive 
   
Land Area 1.58 Acres 1.41 Acres 
Minimum Width 294.84 Feet 294.84Feet 
Maximum Width 296.02 Feet 296.02Feet 
Minimum Depth 233.00 Feet 208.00Feet 
Maximum Depth 233.00 Feet 208.00Feet 
 
Topography.  The tract has a mildly sloping topography rising in a northerly direction 
from the Horne Drive frontage to the rear property line.  The elevation of the subject land is 
generally at or above street grade.  Storm water runoff appears to adequately drain across the site 
from northeast to southwest.  
 
 
Figure 7 - Topographic Map 
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Drainage, Soil and Subsoil Conditions.  According to the United States Department of 
Agriculture, the soil beneath the subject property is classified as BeA Beltsville silt loam, 0 to 3 
percent slopes.  The addendum contains copies of the relevant portions of the Soil Survey 
Chester and Delaware Counties, Pennsylvania.14  The Soil Survey classifies the subject soil as 
Group 10 for building sites.15  “These soils are moderately well drained, but in most years they 
have a seasonal high water table for a period of several weeks.  The high water table causes 
sealing and drainage problems in basements.  The soils have gentle slopes that are favorable for 
stores, factories, schools, and similar commercial, industrial, or institutional construction.”16
 
Figure 8 - Soil Map 
Access.  The subject has 296.02' frontage on the north side of Horne Drive.  Horne Drive 
is a macadam paved roadway carrying two lanes of opposing traffic on an east/west axis within a 
50 foot wide right of way.  The subject and the neighboring properties on Horne Drive share the 
maintenance obligations on a pro rata basis.  Horne Drive originates 310 feet west of the subject 
at School Lane and terminates immediately east of the subject in a cul-de-sac. 
  
While the subject area may have a seasonal high water table, the soil has characteristics suitable 
for a wide range of commercial and industrial development. 
 
                                                 
14 U.S. Department of Agriculture.  Soil Conservation Service.  Soil Survey Chester and Delaware Counties, 
Pennsylvania.  Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1963. 
15 Soil Survey Chester and Delaware Counties, Pennsylvania, 57. 
1616 Soil Survey Chester and Delaware Counties, Pennsylvania, 57. 
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Figure 9 - Looking East on Horne Drive from School Lane 
School Lane is a two lane macadam paved roadway that carries two lanes of opposing 
traffic on a north/south axis.  Folcroft Borough maintains School Lane.  School Lane provides 
access to Delmar Drive, the immediate area’s primary commercial thoroughfare, approximately 
0.40 miles north of the subject.  Residential development fronts on the entirety of the west side 
of School Lane for approximately 0.50 miles from Delmar Drive to the terminus of School Lane 
at the John Heinz Wildlife Refuge approximately 210 feet south of the intersection of School 
Lane and Horne Drive. 
 
 
Figure 10 - Looking West on Horne Drive from the Cul-De-Sac 
The Delcroft School, a public school that serves children from kindergarten to eighth 
grade in the Southeast Delco School District, is located approximately 0.25 miles north of the 
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subject on the east side of School Lane.  Immediately south of the Delcroft School on the east 
side of School Lane is the Kinder Care children’s private daycare center.  Due to the presence of 
Delcroft School and the daycare center, Folcroft Borough prohibits truck traffic on School Lane 
from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and from 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM.  The maximum posted speed limit on 
School Lane is 25 miles per hour, and a school zone reduces vehicle traffic to 15 miles per hour 
for approximately 0.25 miles between Delmar Drive and Fowler Road. 
 
 
Figure 11 - Looking North on School Lane with Horne Drive on the Right 
Utilities.  The following table lists the utility services connected to the tract and in service 




Sanitary Sewer Delaware County Regional Water Quality Control Authority 
(DELCORA), municipal 
  
Storm Sewer None 
  
Water Aqua Pennsylvania 
  
Telephone Verizon is the local provider of local telecommunications.  Long 
distance is provided by various companies.  Verizon also maintains 
the lines and equipment in the region. 
  
Natural Gas PECO Energy. 
  
Electric PECO Energy is the local generator of electricity and one of the 
local providers of electric service.  PECO Energy is also the 
transmission and distribution company for the area. 
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Site Improvements.  Land and site improvements that benefit the utilization of the 










Approximately 20,000 square feet of macadam paving provide off-
street parking and truck maneuvering space 
  
Pedestrian Walks Concrete 
  
Fencing Approximately 715 linear feet of 6 foot high chain link fencing 




Retaining Walls A 5’ high ornamental stone wall at the front pedestrian entrance to 
the office wing is utilized as a landscape planter 
  
Fuel Tanks None identified 
  
Landscaping Small shrubbery is located in a stone walled planter at the front 
pedestrian entrance to the office area 
 
Flood Zone.  The subject is not situated in a flood plain according to recently published 
flood plain maps.  (Community - Panel # 42045C0048D; Zone X; effective date of September 
30, 1993).  The addendum contains a copy of the flood plain map. 
 
 Proximity to Nuisances, Hazards or Detrimental Influences.  The website for the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) indicates that the site of the former Folcroft 
Landfill is located approximately 0.50 miles east of the subject.  The Folcroft Landfill is one of 
two former landfills comprising the Lower Darby Creek area registered on the National Priorities 
List as one of the nation’s serious hazardous waste sites that qualify for federal cleanup money. 
 
According to the EPA’s Remedial Project Manager for the Lower Darby Creek area, 
Kristine Matzko, , the Folcroft Landfill contains approximately 56 acres along Darby Creek and 
Hermesprota Creek in Darby Township and Folcroft Borough.  The Folcroft Landfill operated 
from the 1950s to the 1970s accepting municipal, demolition, and hospital wastes.  The United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service purchased the site in 1980 to increase the size of the adjacent 
John Heinz National Wildlife Refuge.  Monitoring wells now contain evidence of metals and 
solvents.  Ms. Matzko indicated that the soil cap installed on the Folcroft Landfill site following 
its closure in 1973 does not conform to today’s more stringent requirements.  In its current state, 
the Folcroft Landfill may affect the area’s groundwater and surface water, and leachate threatens 
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Darby Creek and Hermesprota Creek. 
 
Ms. Matzko stated that the EPA recently finished collecting water and soil samples, and 
that the environmental risk assessment is now underway.  The EPA will most likely continue the 
risk assessment through 2009 and into 2010.  Once the risk assessment is complete, the EPA will 
consider alternatives to remediate the site.  Based on the current pace of the investigation, Ms. 
Matzko estimates that several years will pass before the EPA remediates the potential 
environmental risks created by the Folcroft Landfill. 
 
 
Figure 12 - Approximate Location of the Folcroft Landfill 
The subject’s proximity to the Folcroft Landfill site does not appear to jeopardize the 
current utilization of the subject property.  Development in the area does not rely upon the 
groundwater as a source for drinking water.  The subject property is at a higher elevation than the 
potentially contaminated areas.  Storm water flows away from the subject and towards the 
Folcroft Landfill.  Furthermore, the current flood plain maps indicate that the subject is outside 
areas susceptible to contamination from flood waters carrying pollutants from the Folcroft 
Landfill. 
 
Easements.  The subject’s legal description includes approximately 7,405 square feet 
(25.00 feet deep, 296.02 feet wide) within the right of way of Horne Drive, the private roadway 
that serves the subject property and the surrounding parcels.  The deed to the subject does not 
provide limitations on the utilization of Horne drive.  Presumably, the surrounding properties 





0.50 Miles (Approx.) 
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Conclusion.  The subject land features both positive and negative characteristics that one 
must consider.  Although the site has a slightly irregular shape, it has a uniform depth that allows 
some flexibility in the placement of improvements relative to vehicle parking and circulation 
areas.  The site has almost 300 feet of frontage on a developed street that permits more than one 
access point.  The land’s mildly sloping topography does not feature elevation changes that 
would increase construction costs.  Storm water also appears to drain efficiently from the site 
 
The underlying soil is capable of supporting commercial and industrial development 
without extra support or piling.  A flood zone is not present that could limit the site’s 
developable area or utility.  The subject land is situated in an industrial park less than one-half 
mile from the area’s main commercial roadway.  Finally, all public utilities serve the tract. 
 
The site’s 1.58 acre land area may not meet the minimum site requirements of some users 
of industrially zoned land.  According to a 2006 change in the zoning ordinance discussed in 
depth later in this report, Folcroft Borough increased the minimum lot area for the applicable 
zoning district to 2.00 acres.  The change in the minimum lot size is evidence of a shift in market 
preferences to larger industrial sites to accommodate increased truck and passenger vehicle 
traffic.  In the nearly 40 years since the subdivision of the subject land, users of industrially 
zoned land increased their requirements for employee parking.  Furthermore, trucks supplanted 
rail as the primary mode of transportation for raw materials and finished goods. 
 
Limitations on access to the subject may also deter certain users.  Delivery vehicles must 
use School Lane to travel between Delmar Drive and Horne Drive.  Folcroft Borough prohibits 
truck traffic during times when students arrive at and leave the public elementary school on 
School Lane.  The concentration of residences to the west of the subject along School Lane and 
the proximity of an elementary school on the sole truck access route increases the potential for 
conflicts between residents and industrial users.  A segment of the market requiring unimpeded 
truck access may seek alternative locations without the subject’s limitations. 
 
While the land area and access may reduce the number of potential users, the site has 
characteristics that have appeal.  The subject land can support a variety of commercial and 
industrial uses without the cost to hurdle challenges presented by steep slopes, an irregular site 
configuration, poor drainage, the need for piling, and the lack of public utilities.  Users requiring 
smaller tracts of land in secondary locations will be able to adapt this site to a number of 
commercial or industrial uses. 
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The Subject Building Improvements 
 
The subject is improved with a one story and part two story light industrial building 
described as follows: 
 
 
Figure 13 - Office Area 
Site Preparation 
 
o Excavation and Backfill:  Approximately 33,040 square feet of excavation and 
backfill for building foundations. 
 
o Site Preparation and Earthwork:  Preparation of the site required light clearing 
and cutting, and 7,500 cubic yards of filling. 
 
o Utilities:  The installation of underground domestic water, natural gas, 
telecommunication, and sanitary sewer services required excavation and backfill 
of areas ranging from 50 linear feet to 200 linear feet. 
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Figure 14 - Manufacturing Area 
Exterior Components 
 
o Perimeter Walls:  15,800 square feet of painted reinforced masonry block walls, 
and 4,400 square feet of Styrofoam insulation face brick with 8 inch reinforced 
masonry wall backup. 
 
o Perimeter Wall Insulation:  None. 
 
o Perimeter Wall Height:  15 feet to 27.50 feet. 
 
o Wall Ornamentation:  None. 
 
o Wall Appurtenances:  None. 
 
o Roof Structure:  31,765 square feet of flat metal roof decking. 
 
o Roof Cover:  31,765 square feet of asphalt built up surface with a granular cap 
sheet, and 1,275 square feet of galvanized metal. 
 
o Roof Insulation:  31,765 square feet of rigid fiberboard, and 1,275 square feet of 
fire proof spay insulation in the utility room. 
 
o Roof Openings and Specialties:  448 square feet of roof skylights with aluminum 
curb and acrylic glazing, and a galvanized steel roof ventilator. 
 
o Rain Conductors:  Painted steel roof gutters mounted at the eaves, painted metal 
roof scuppers, and painted metal downspouts. 
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o Pedestrian Doors:  Two (2) aluminum and glass double pedestrian doors with 
panic hardware, and six (6) steel single pedestrian doors. 
 
o Truck Doors:  Seven (7) overhead steel rolling truck doors with electric operators. 
 
o Rail Doors:  None. 
 
o Windows:  Fifteen (15) aluminum slider units, four (4) double hung aluminum 
units, nine (9) aluminum units with hinged swing bottom sections, and seven (7) 
fixed picture units. 
 
 
Figure 15 - First Floor Shop Area 
Frame Components 
 
o Footings and Foundations:  360 cubic yards of reinforced cast-in-place concrete 
with 6,500 square feet of one inch thick foam board insulation. 
 
o Basements and Substructures:  None. 
 
o Pilings and Caissons:  None. 
 
o Perimeter and Interior Frame:  185 tons of welded structural steel. 
 
o Bay Sizes:  The manufacturing area is 100 feet by 140 feet, one warehouse bay is 
28 feet by 97 feet, and the second warehouse bay is 52 feet by 149 feet. 
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Figure 16 - Mezzanine Locker Room Area 
Interior Construction 
 
o Ground Floor Structure:  33,040 square feet of five (5) inch reinforced concrete 
slab on grade. 
 
o Elevated Floor Structure:  Wood framing and plywood decking in the second 
story office area. 
 
o Stairways:  Three (3) sets of steel stairways with cement fill metal pans and rails, 
and rubber stair treads. 
 
o Interior Surface of Exterior Walls:  Painted concrete in the warehouse and shop 
areas, and 5,400 square feet of painted drywall on metal studs on the perimeter of 
the office areas. 
 
o Interior Partitioning:  6,200 square feet of painted drywall on metal studs with 
batt insulation. 
 
o Floor Finish:  25,540 square feet of concrete topping and epoxy coat sealer in the 
warehouse and shop areas, 4,300 square feet of vinyl composition tile, 3,800 
square feet of ceramic tile, 3800 square feet of carpet, and 1,900 square feet of 
vinyl cove base. 
 
o Ceiling Finish:  11,400 square feet of suspended painted metal grid with mineral 
fiber tile. 
 
o Ceiling Height:  10 feet in the mezzanine section, 17 feet in the manufacturing 
section, and 20 feet in the warehouse areas. 
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o Interior Doors:  Thirty one (31) single wood doors with metal frames, and ten 
(10) double wood doors with metal frames. 
 
o Wall Finish:  Painted drywall in the office areas and painted masonry block in the 
warehouse and shop areas. 
 
o Trim and Finish:  Wood sashes and wood trim for interior window moldings. 
 
 
Figure 17 - Warehouse Area 
Facilities 
 
o Lavatories and Locker Rooms:  The women’s lavatory has ceramic tile floors, one 
ceramic sink, and a ceramic toilet.  The men’s lavatory has ceramic tile floors, 
two ceramic sinks, two ceramic urinals, and two ceramic toilets.  The new men’s 
locker room contains one ceramic sink, one ceramic urinal, and a ceramic toilet.  
The second floor mezzanine area (which is no longer used) contains six ceramic 
sinks, three ceramic toilets, and three ceramic urinals. 
 
o Offices:  The first floor office area includes a reception area, one (1) conference 
room (25 feet by 16 feet), an executive office (24 feet by 25 feet) with a private 
wash room, an engineer’s office (13 feet by 13 feet) with a private wash room, 
and seven (7) private offices ranging in size from 7 feet by 10 feet to 17 feet by 13 
feet.  The second floor office area contains two private offices and one open 
office area. 
 
o Cafeterias:  The break room has hardwood base cabinets, hardwood wall cabinets, 
and plastic laminate countertops. 
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o Vending Areas:  None. 
 
o Interior Structures (Mezzanines):  2,000 square feet of metal decking and four (4) 
inch concrete fill in the mezzanine addition. 
 
 
Figure 18 - Warehouse Area 
Mechanical Systems 
 
o Plumbing:  800 linear feet of three-quarter inch copper piping for domestic water 
distribution, and 400 linear feet of cast iron piping for sanitary sewer.   
 
o Fire Protection:  The subject does not have a sprinkler system. 
 
o Heating and Cooling:  Twenty (20) ceiling suspended gas fired infra red unit 
heaters for the warehouse and shop areas, and one (1) roof mounted gas fired 
multiple zone HVAC system for the office areas. 
 
o Ventilation:  Four (4) wall mounted exhaust fans, and 6 ceiling mounted exhaust 
fans. 
 
o Electrical Service and Distribution:  Two (2) 600 amp three (3) phase four (4) 
wire panel boards and two (2) 600 amp sets of switch gear. 
 
o Electrical Lighting and Power:  Recessed fluorescent lighting fixtures for the 
office areas, high intensity discharge fixtures for the warehouse and shop areas, 
emergency lighting, and duplex wall receptacles. 
 
o Security System:  None. 
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o Domestic Hot Water:  Five (5) 52 gallon electric hot water heaters. 
 
o Elevators:  None. 
 
o Cranes:  One (1) 5 ton capacity bridge crane, one (1) 15 ton capacity bridge 
crane, one (1) 25 ton capacity bridge crane, and nine (9) 1 ton hoists. 
 
 
Figure 19 - Material Testing Area 
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Layout and Finish.  The subject consists of a two story office section; a one story 
manufacturing section with one 5 ton bridge crane and nine 1 ton hoists; a one story and 
mezzanine section containing a first floor work shop and a second floor break room, locker 
room, and lavatory facilities that are no longer used; a one story shop area and locker room; a 
warehouse section containing a 15 ton bridge crane; and a warehouse section with a 25 ton 
bridge crane. 
 
Industrial facilities are generally sold and/or leased on the basis of gross building area.  
Gross building area is generally computed by measuring from the outside finished surface of 
permanent outer building walls to the outside finished surface of permanent outer building walls.  
Rentable building area of a floor is computed by measuring to the outside surface of the 
dominant portion of the permanent outer building walls, excluding any major vertical 
penetrations of the floor such as stairways; elevator shafts; dumbwaiters; shafts for conduit, ducts 
and/or piping; and, in most circumstances, common open spaces such as vestibules and atriums.  
The subject contains a gross building area of 36,940 square feet distributed as follows: 
 
BUILDING AREA DISTRIBUTION 
     
 1st Floor 2nd Floor Total % of Total 
     
Office 2,666 SF 1,900 SF 4,566 SF 12.36% 
Manufacturing 19,910 SF 0 SF 19,910 SF 53.90% 
Warehouse 10,464 SF 0 SF 10,464 SF 28.33% 
Mezzanine 0 SF 2,000 SF 2,000 SF 5.41% 
     
Total 33,040 SF 3,900 SF 36,940 SF 100.00% 
 
The subject improvements have several features that negatively affect value.  Due to the 
facility being constructed in several stages, there are components of superfluous construction 
such as interior walls and extra roofing that increase the cost of the facility.  The subject facility 
has a larger percentage of second floor space that is not contiguous which disrupts the flow of 
personnel within the facility.  The second level space also decreases the useable ceiling height 
beneath the space to less than 10’, thus limiting the area to office or similar uses.  Combined, 
these functional inefficiencies slightly limit the utility of the improvements to potential users of 
the space. 
 
The Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) became effective on January 26, 1992.  I am 
not qualified to make a specific compliance survey or analysis, nor have I received a specific 
compliance survey or analysis of the subject to determine whether or not it is in conformity with 
the various detailed requirements of ADA, if in fact they are applicable to the subject.  In the 
absence of evidence relating to this issue, I have not reflected possible noncompliance with the 
requirements of ADA in estimating the value of the subject. 
 
Physical Age of the Improvements.  The physical age of an improvement or component 
of an improvement is the period of time between the date of appraisal and the date that 
construction of the improvement or component of the improvement was completed.  The subject 
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was constructed in stages as summarized in the following table. 
 
WEIGHTED AGE OF THE LONG LIVED COMPONENTS 















       
1st Story Office 2,666 SF 1970 2008 38 Yrs 0.07 2.74 Yrs 
Manufacturing 14,033 SF 1970 2008 38 Yrs 0.38 14.43 Yrs 
Manufacturing 2,602 SF 1970 2008 38 Yrs 0.07 2.67 Yrs 
Manufacturing 2,000 SF 1988 2008 20 Yrs 0.05 1.08 Yrs 
Warehouse 2,716 SF 1974 2008 34 Yrs 0.07 2.50 Yrs 
Warehouse 7,748 SF 1980 2008 28 Yrs 0.21 5.87 Yrs 
Utility Room 1,275 SF 1985 2008 23 Yrs 0.03 0.79 Yrs 
Locker Room 2,000 SF 1988 2008 20 Yrs 0.05 1.08 Yrs 
2nd Story Office 1,900 SF 1980 2008 28 Yrs 0.05 1.44 Yrs 
Total 36,940 SF     32.63 Yrs 
 
Based on the relative weight of the gross building area of the subject building sections, 
the weighted age of the subject is 32.63 years assuming that all of the original components of the 
subject are still in place on the date of valuation.  However, many building components by their 
very nature, such as the carpet and mechanical systems, are subject to heavy usage and cannot 
endure for such a long period of time.  Accordingly, one must take into account the 
rehabilitation, renovation, remodeling, and upgrading work completed at the subject facility 
when calculating the weighted effective physical age. 
 
Based on my discussions with the property owner and the tenant, I estimated the age of 
the construction components contained in the component cost estimate prepared by David A. 
Trommelen of Tromco Enterprises, LLC.  At my direction, Mr. Trommelen utilized my 
estimates of the physical ages for the subject components to calculate a weighted effective age 
for the subject building and site improvements based on the cost of new of each component.  
Taking into account the rehabilitation, renovation, remodeling, and upgrading work completed at 
the subject facility, I estimate the weighted effective age of the subject improvements as a whole 
to be 26.65 years as detailed in the addendum. 
 
Useful Life of the Improvements.  The total useful life of an improvement or component 
of an improvement is the estimated period of time over which the improvement or component 
can be expected to survive or endure (whether or not there is a market demand for the 
improvement) in the context of safe habitation.  The remaining useful life of an improvement is 
the estimated future period of time as of the date of appraisal over which an improvement can 
reasonably be expected to survive or endure in the context of safe habitation.  Remaining useful 
life of an improvement is a function not only of the quality of construction and maintenance but 
also a function of the level and degree of use to which the improvements are anticipated to be 
subjected. 
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While the major structural components of an industrial facility (such as the footings, 
foundation, and structural frame) can have an indefinite total physical life, there is a practical 
limitation to the period of time over which the marketplace reasonably budgets for the retirement 
and/or demolition of these components.  Seldom is a component or structure utilized to the point 
of pending failure or collapse.  On occasion a component may wear out earlier than anticipated, 
but for planning, maintenance, and safety reasons, components are normally classified as to the 
period of time over which they can reasonably be relied upon to function as anticipated. 
 
Long lived structural components are components which by the nature of the materials of 
construction and/or the manner by which the materials are assembled and/or installed do not 
customarily need to be replaced during the existence of the improvements.  These components 
can also reasonably be expected to be serviceable for a longer period of time than the period of 
time during which the facility as a whole remains habitable or useable.   
 
Medium lived components and systems such as the mechanical systems, interior finishes, 
and other operating systems and building finishes have much more limited total physical lives 
than the structure as a whole depending upon the quality of their original installation, the mode 
of utilization, the level of maintenance, and the nature of their exposure to the elements.  These 
are components of relatively durable materials which support utilization and occupancy but 
which are not directly exposed to the elements or to direct contact by the personnel or equipment 
of the occupant.  These components can reasonably be expected to be replaced one or more times 
over the life of the structural components.    
 
Short lived mechanical components and building finishes are components which by their 
nature are either consumed during the occupancy of the facility and/or exposed to the elements in 
a fashion which accelerates their physical deterioration.  These items can reasonably be expected 
to be replaced in whole or in part on several occasions during the period of time which the 
facility as a whole remains habitable.  
 
I estimate the weighted useful life of the improvements to be 50 years. 
 
Quality of the Improvements.  I have rated the overall quality of the subject construction 
to be good based on the following standards: 
 
o Excellent:  Construction completed to standards substantially exceeding code 
requirements and reflecting detailed architectural features and ornamentation, 
intricate design, and highest quality materials; and exhibiting highly skilled 
workmanship. 
 
o Good:  Construction completed to standards exceeding code requirements and 
reflecting at least in part detailed architectural features and ornamentation, 
attractive design and good quality materials; and exhibiting precise workmanship. 
 
o Average:  Construction completed to standards just slightly above minimum code 
requirements and reflecting simple architectural features and ornamentation, 
ordinary design, and ordinary quality materials; and exhibiting ordinary 




o Low Cost:  Construction completed to standards conforming at best to minimum 
code requirements and reflecting no special architectural features or other 
amenities; and exhibiting only casual workmanship. 
 
Maintenance Level Of The Improvements.  Maintenance policies vary among the type of 
facility and the nature of occupants.  Taking into account the pattern of routine maintenance of 
the interior and exterior building components and site improvements and the consistency with 
which capital improvements have been completed, I rate the overall level of maintenance to be 
good quality and the appearance of the property is on par with current standards.    
 
Physical Condition of the Improvements.  I rated the physical condition of the 
components of the subject improvements among six general categories as follows:  
 
o New (Excellent):  Components or groups of components that are in the process of 
being installed or have recently been installed; that are not yet subject to use, or 
have been utilized for only a brief period of time; and do not yet evidence any 
significant wear or tear.  
 
o Good:  Components or groups of components of recent construction or 
installation that have not been subjected to accelerated use or exposure; and have 
been routinely maintained are placed in this category.  These components reflect 
only slight deterioration relative to age and mode of utilization. 
 
o Average:  Components or groups of components that evidence wear and tear 
occurring at a more rapid rate than ordinary maintenance routinely corrects. 
 
o Fair:  Components or groups of components used or exposed in the normal 
course of occupancy which exhibit deferred maintenance of consequence have 
been rated as fair.  
 
o Poor:  Components or groups of components are categorized as poor if these 
elements can continue to be utilized for a short period of time with only general 
repairs, but which would require major expenditures to extend their physical lives.  
Significant deterioration is obvious in components rated as poor. 
 
o Dilapidated:  Components or groups of components evidencing severe physical 
deterioration from use, exposure, fatigue, and/or deferral of maintenance are 
categorized as dilapidated.  These components may or may not be operative, but 
replacement is a near term necessity.  The state of these components may 
approach unsoundness. 
 
During 2006 and 2007 the current occupant invested over $250,000 to improve the 
subject property as previously described.  Taking into account the quality of construction, the 
level of maintenance, and the observed condition of the major components of the subject 
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improvements, I rate the overall physical condition of the subject as average to good. 
 
Functional Characteristics of the Improvements.  The term functional utility refers to the 
ability of a facility to be useful and to meet perceived needs at a given time.  Utility and 
adaptability must be judged in light of the standards of users who compose the market for 
facilities like the subject.  Elements of construction that detract from the functional utility of a 
facility can originate from the absence of a component which users normally expect to be 
present; from the presence of a deficient, inefficient, or outdated component; from the presence 
of a super adequate component; and/or from an inharmonious blending of components within a 
facility.  
 
The subject improvements have several features that negatively affect value.  Due to the 
facility being constructed in several stages, there are components of superfluous construction 
such as interior walls and extra roofing that increase the cost of the facility.  The subject facility 
has a larger percentage of 2nd floor space that is not contiguous which disrupts the flow of 
personnel within the facility.  The second level space also decreases the useable ceiling height 
beneath the space to less than 10’, thus limiting the area to office or similar use.  Combined, 
these functional inefficiencies slightly limit the utility of the improvements to potential users of 
the space. 
 
Effective Economic Age and Remaining Economic Life of the Improvements.  It is 
necessary to distinguish between the physical age (an arithmetic concept) and the effective 
economic age (an economic concept) of improvements; and to distinguish between physical life 
(both total physical life and remaining physical life) and economic life (both total economic life 
and remaining economic life) of improvements.  Total economic life of the improvements, 
remaining economic life of the improvements, and effective economic age of the improvements 
are defined as follows: 
 
o Total Economic Life of the Improvements - The period of time over which 
improvements to real estate contribute to the value of the property.  It is, 
therefore, the period of time over which a structure may reasonably be expected to 
be competitive on the market in the use for which it was originally designed, or 
subsequently renovated or converted. 
 
o Remaining Economic Life of the Improvements - The number of years remaining 
in the economic life of the improvements as of the date of appraisal. 
 
o Effective Economic Age of the Improvements - The effective economic age is the 
difference between the total economic life of the improvements and the remaining 
economic life of the improvements.  It is the age ascribed to the subject to reflect 
not only its physical age but also its functional adequacy and economic utility. 
 
The total economic life of a facility reflects the period of time over which the facility will 
not only physically endure, but also the period of time over which it can reasonably be expected 
to compete for users, and takes into account functional considerations and market conditions, not 
just physical characteristics of components or structures. 
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I provided Mr. Trommelen with an estimate of the economic life for each of the 
components of the subject improvements.  My estimate reflects those characteristics of the 
subject that are functionally inadequate and decrease the subject’s economic life as a whole.  
Based on my estimate of the economic life for each component, I estimate the weighted 
economic life to be 41.77 years, which I have rounded to 42 years as detailed in the addendum.  I 
estimate the remaining economic life of the subject improvements to be 15 years, indicating an 
effective economic age of the subject improvements of 27 years. 
 
  




Summary.  Prior to July 2006, the subject land was zoned E - Restricted Industrial under 
the Folcroft Borough zoning ordinance.  In July 2006, Folcroft Borough updated its zoning 
ordinance and changed the subject’s zoning to LIB Light Industrial/Business Park. 
 
 
Figure 20 - Former Zoning Map 
The change in zoning did not alter the legality of the current use of the subject.  Both the 
former E Restricted Industrial designation and the current LIB Light Industrial/Business Park 
district permit a variety of light industrial uses.  However, the subject lot and the subject 
improvements do not comply with several requirements of the new ordinance.  The following 
table summarizes how the subject compares to the old and new zoning requirements. 
 
COMPARISON OF OLD AND NEW ZONING DESIGNATIONS 







    
Minimum Lot Area 1.58 Acres None 2.00 Acres 
Minimum Front Yard Setback 25 Feet 25 Feet 30 Feet 
Minimum Side Yard (Each) None 25 Feet 30 Feet 
Minimum Rear Yard None 10 Feet 30 Feet 
Maximum Site Coverage - Bldg 50% 42% Not Specified 
Maximum Impervious Coverage 80% Not Specified 70% 
Maximum Building Height 28 Feet 35 Feet 40 Feet 
Maximum Number of Stories Two (2) Two (2) Not Specified 
 
 The subject land does not comply with the new minimum lot area and the yard 
requirements.  Furthermore, there is too much impervious coverage on the site based on the LIB 




The subject land is zoned LIB Light Industrial/Business Park under the Folcroft Borough 
zoning ordinance.  Folcroft Borough completed a revision of its zoning ordinance that took effect 
in July 2006.  Relevant provisions of the Folcroft Borough zoning ordinance are in the 
addendum.  The purpose of the LIB district “is to allow for the development of non-nuisance 
business, laboratory, and light industry geared towards modern, technological uses.  District 
regulations are intended to encourage attractive, large lot, moderate coverage establishments that 
do not constitute a nuisance or danger to nearby residents.”17
 
Figure 21 - Zoning Map 
 
 
Uses Permitted by Right.  In the LIB – Light Industrial/Business Park district, the subject 
may be used for one or more of the following uses by right18




• Light industrial uses, as defined in Article 2, that does not constitute a nuisance 
the neighborhood and nearby residents; 
 
• Laboratory, as defined in Article 2; 
 
                                                 
17 Zoning Ordinance Section 900. 
18 Zoning Ordinance Section 901. 
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• Electronic data processing center, telecommunications hub, information 
technology firm, and similar technological facility; 
 
• Warehouse, distribution, mail order facility, wholesale showroom, and similar 
facility; 
 
• Financial establishment such as a bank, lending institution, mortgage broker, and 
similar facility; 
 
• Business/trade school and/or other indoor and outdoor vocational training within 
limits set forth in Article 19, Performance Standards; 
 
• Motion picture or television filming, production, or broadcasting facility; 
 
• AM/FM station, production and broadcasting; 
 
• Independent parking garage, excluding long-term parking over 24 continuous 
hours, subject to area and bulk regulations within this Article, Article 13 Parking 
Regulations, and Section 1612; 
 
• Cellular Communications Facilities, subject to Section 1523; and 
 
• Health Club or spa, subject to Section 1616. 
 
Conditionally Permitted Uses.  Conditionally permitted uses19
• Child day care centers, subject to Section 1508; and 
 in the LIB Light 
Industrial/Business Park district include: 
 
 
• Uses of the same general character as permitted uses “provided that no resource 
recovery, waste treatment, landfill, or other use having a negative or detrimental 
impact on the environment, neighboring residents, or surrounding neighborhood 
shall be permitted.” 
 
Permitted Accessory Uses.  Permitted accessory uses20
• Restaurant, café, snack bar, or similar use for employees or customers of any use 
permitted in the district; 
 in the LIB Light 
Industrial/Business Park district include: 
 
 
• Off-street parking and loading, subject to Article 13, Parking Regulations; 
 
• Signage, subject to Article 14, Signs; 
                                                 
19 Zoning Ordinance Section 902. 
20 Zoning Ordinance Section 903. 
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• Storage building, subject to Section 1504; 
 
• Recreational or assembly area for employees and customers; 
 
• Living quarters for a watchman or caretaker; 
 
• Commercial drop-off and pick-up boxes, stations for mail and newspaper vending 
machines, provided that such boxes shall not be located within a right-of-way of a 
public street; 
 
• Small collection facility for recyclables;  
 
• Cellular phone antennae not amounting to an independent structure; and 
 
• Any accessory use on the same lot and customarily incidental to the principal use 
on the property and not detrimental to the area. 
 
Area and Bulk Requirements.  The following table compares the area and bulk 
requirements21
AREA AND BULK REGULATIONS 
 for the LIB – Light Industrial/Business Park district and the subject’s actual 
features on the date of valuation. 
 
   
 Required Actual 
Lot Size 2 Acres 1.58 Acres 
Yards (Front, Side and Rear) 30’ 25’ Front Only 
Interior Yards (Between Building and Interior Streets) 15’ Not applicable 
Distance from Parking Area 10’ None 
Distance between Buildings 40’ Not applicable 
Impervious Surface 70% Max. 80% 
Height – Principal Buildings 40’ Max. 35’ 
Height – Accessory Buildings 25’ Max. Not applicable 
 
Off-Street Parking.  Light industrial uses must provide one (1) space for every 750 square 
feet of gross floor area plus one (1) space for every employee on the shift of greatest 
employment.22
Off-Street Loading.  Every building or land use consisting of over 5,000 square feet of 
gross floor area designed or used for commercial or industrial uses shall have the following 
 The addendum contains the relevant portions of the zoning ordinance that detail 
the parking requirements for the remaining uses permitted in the LIB – Light Industrial/Business 
Park district. 
 
                                                 
21 Zoning Ordinance Section 904. 
22 Zoning Ordinance Section 1303. 
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loading space(s).23




Total Gross Floor Area Required Off-Street Loading Spaces 
  
Up to 15,000 square feet 1 space 
15,000 square feet to 50,000 square feet 2 spaces 
50,0000 to 100,000 square feet 3 spaces 
Each additional 100,000 square feet 1 additional space 
 
Signs.  Wall signs, awning signs, freestanding signs, and ground signs are permitted24
Buffer Zones.  In any area where a new building or an addition to an existing building is 
proposed, a buffer shall be provided at the boundary line with all residential districts.  The buffer 
shall be not less than 40 feet wide at the proposed building or addition as measured from the 
district boundary line or from the nearest street line where the street serves as the district 
boundary line.  Buffers may be part of side or rear yards.  Buffer area requirements shall not be 
applicable to existing structures or to any change in use relating to an existing structure.
 in 
the LIB zoning district.  The addendum contains the relevant provisions of the zoning ordinance 
that enumerate the sign regulations. 
 
25
Visual Screening.  A planted visual screen or privacy fence shall be provided and 
continually maintained where a principal new building or addition is proposed.  Planted visual 




Landscaping.  Landscaping is required where a principal new building or addition to a 
principal existing building is proposed.
 
 
27  The landscaping requirements do not apply to existing 
structures or uses, or to any changes in use relating to an existing structure.28
• One (1) tree or two (2) shrubs placed in ground or in planters every 15 feet in the 
front of and at one (1) side of the building; and 
  When required by 
new construction, properties in the LIB district must have: 
 
 
• A landscaped strip with grass or other ground cover not less than six (6) feet wide 
in front of and at one (1) side of the building.29
 
 
Special Regulations.  In the LIB district, “no products or items or portions thereof shall 
be processed, assembled or packaged which shall exceed 30 cubic feet.”30
                                                 
23 Zoning Ordinance Section 1306. 
24 Zoning Ordinance Section 1405(4). 
25 Zoning Ordinance Section 905(1). 
26 Zoning Ordinance Section 905(2). 
27 Zoning Ordinance Section 905(3). 
28 Zoning Ordinance Section 905(3). 
29 Zoning Ordinance Section 1517(3)(a). 
30 Zoning Ordinance Section 905(9). 
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Deed Restrictions  None indicated. 
 
Other Private Restrictions  None indicated. 
 
Conclusion.  Utilization of the subject for light industrial purposes with related office 
facilities appears to be legal under the code.  Among other things, the enactment of Folcroft 
Borough’s revised zoning ordinance in 2006 changed the minimum lot size and setback 
requirements.  On the date of valuation, the subject lot violated the applicable minimum lot area, 
setback, and impervious surface requirements. 
 
The current Folcroft Borough Zoning Ordinance states that all structures, lots, uses of 
structures, and uses of land that existed prior to the effective date of the ordinance and do not 
conform to the regulations of the district are nonconforming and may be continued so long as 
they remain otherwise lawful, including subsequent sales.31  A nonconforming lot held in single 
and separate ownership that does not contain the required minimum area or width as of the 
effective date of the zoning ordinance may be used for the construction, alteration or 
reconstruction of a building if the construction, alteration, reconstruction or other use is in 
compliance with the current use, yard and setback provisions.32
                                                 
31 Zoning Ordinance Section 1801. 
32 Zoning Ordinance Section 1809. 
  A nonconforming structure 
destroyed by fire or other cause to less than 75% of the current value may be reconstructed so 
long as the reconstruction occurs within 12 months and the new structure does not exceed the 
height, area and volume of the destroyed building. 
 
The initial subdivision of the subject lot in the 1960s predates the enactment of the 
current zoning ordinance in 2006 by nearly 40 years.  The dates of construction of the various 
sections of the subject improvements indicate that the entire building existed prior to Folcroft 
Borough’s current zoning ordinance.  Therefore, it appears that the lot and existing 
improvements predate the current zoning ordinance, and any associated nonconformities may 
legally continue. 
 
The current zoning ordinance explicitly allows parties to buy and sell the existing 
nonconforming land and improvements without curing the nonconformities so long as all other 
aspects remain legal.  The current or future owner of the subject may rebuild the nonconforming 
structure if 75% or less of the structure’s value is destroyed.  Thus, the subject’s existing 
nonconformities do not appear to constrain an owner’s ability to sell the property in its current 
form or reconstruct the property to its existing dimensions if damaged. 
 
The current zoning ordinance also does not prevent the development of the subject land, 
if vacant.  One may develop the subject land even though it does not contain the minimum lot 
area if the proposed development complies with the applicable use, yard and setback provisions.  
Therefore, one may consider the highest and best use of the subject land if vacant even though 
that lot does not contain the minimum two (2) acre land area. 
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Real Estate Taxes and Assessment 
 




Figure 22 - Tax Map 
Delaware County reassessed all taxable real estate to 100% of the market value as of 
January 1, 2000.  In the absence of a countywide reassessment, the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania’s State Tax Equalization Board (STEB) establishes the annual ratio of assessed 
value to market value in each county based on an analysis of real estate transactions.  Delaware 
County’s STEB ratio fell during every tax year from 2001 to 2008.  By tax year 2008, Delaware 
County’s ratio of assessments to market value dropped to 61.10%.  The consistent decline in 
Delaware County’s assessment ratio indicates that property values, on average, rose each year.  
The following table summarizes Delaware County’s ratio of assessments to market value from 
2000 to 2008. 
 




The subject’s total assessment and market value as of January 1, 2000 was $890,000.  
The assessment remained unchanged until the 2006 tax year when Southeast Delco School 
District’s appeal successfully increased the assessment to $960,625.  Based on the annual decline 
in the ratio and the increase in the assessment that became effective in 2006, the market value 
implied by the assessment grew from $890,000 in 2000 to $1,572,218 in 2008 as summarized in 




Three (3) taxing authorities levy real estate taxes on the subject property, Delaware 
County, Folcroft Borough, and Southeast Delco School District.  The total real estate tax rate is 
the sum of the millage for each of the three taxing authorities.  The real estate tax years for 
Delaware County and Folcroft Borough are based on the calendar year ending December 31.  
Southeast Delco School District issues real estate tax bills for a fiscal year starting July 1 and 
100.00% 100.00% 96.80% 92.60% 87.20%
79.50% 72.50%
64.70% 61.10%
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ending June 30.  The following chart summarizes the real estate tax millage from 2000 to 2008 




The real estate tax rate for all properties in Folcroft Borough grew from 2.8274% in tax 
year 2000 to 4.0404% for tax year 2008, an increase of 42.90%.  Based on the current 4.0404% 
tax rate, annual real estate taxes are $38,813 for the subject property.  Taking into account the 
increase in the real estate tax rate and an increase in assessment, annual real estate taxes have 




Although annual real estate taxes for the subject property have grown by more than half 
since 2000, the subject assessment implies a market value of $1,572,218 which is less than the 
value estimate developed later in this report.  Further analysis confirms that the subject’s 
assessment is at the lower end of the range of the six properties situated on Horne Drive.  
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Displayed below is pertinent information on the properties on Horne Drive.  The properties are 
similar to the subject in age, utility, gross building area, land area, and finish. 
 
TAX COMPARABLES 
      
Address GBA Assessment Tax Rate Tax Liability Taxes/SF 
      
1 Horne Drive 32,700 SF $1,007,980 4.0404% $40,726.42 $1.25 
2 Horne Drive 32,000 SF $669,000 4.0404% $27,030.28 $0.84 
3 Horne Drive 32,000 SF $779,375 4.0404% $31,489.87 $0.98 
4 Horne Drive 20,960 SF $714,730 4.0404% $28,877.95 $1.37 
6 Horne Drive 24,000 SF $1,202,560 4.0404% $48,588.23 $2.02 
      
Mean 28,332 SF $874,729  $35,342.55  $1.30  
Median 32,000 SF $779,375  $31,489.87  $1.25  
Mode 32,000 SF N/A  N/A N/A 
      
5 Horne Drive (Subject) 36,940 SF $960,625 4.0404% $38,813.09 $1.05 
 
 Based on an analysis of similar properties, the subject appears to be assessed below the 
range of the properties surveyed.  The tax liability per square foot of gross building area for the 
comparable properties ranges from $0.84 to $2.02.  The subject’s $1.05 tax liability per square 
foot of gross building area is 23.81% less than the average of the comparables.  Considering this 
information, an appeal of the subject assessment does not appear to be warranted. 
 
 One must also consider whether the current owner can expect the current real estate taxes 
to increase.  Although the taxing authorities arguably have the right to appeal a property’s 
assessment and seek an increase, such an affirmative appeal is not likely absent a sale of the 
property.  Even with a sale, there is no mechanism to automatically mark the assessment to 
market.  Absent a change in assessment, annual real estate taxes may still increase if any of the 
taxing authorities increase their respective tax rate.  Subject to certain legal constraints, the three 
taxing authorities may increase their individual real estate tax rates based on their respective 
budgets.   
 
The overall real estate tax rate for all properties in Folcroft Borough grew from 2.8274% 
in tax year 2000 to 4.0404% for tax year 2008, an increase of 42.90% or 5.36% per year.  It is 
reasonable to expect that real estate taxes will increase in the future by five percent per year on 
average, if only based on increasing revenue needs for the taxing authorities.  However, this 
appraisal analyzes the subject on a net basis whereby the tenant is responsible for all real estate 
taxes.  The tenant would be responsible for 100% of all real estate tax increases, and the 






Delaware Valley Overview 
 
 The following table summarizes data from CoStar for industrial/flex space in the nine 
county Delaware Valley region as defined by the DVRPC.  The Delaware Valley includes the 
Pennsylvania counties of Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia; and the 
New Jersey counties of Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, and Mercer.  Supply and demand 
indicators include inventory, absorption, vacancy, deliveries, projects under construction, and 
average rental rates per square foot. 
 
NINE COUNTY INDUSTRIAL/FLEX MARKET 
4th QUARTER 2000 TO 2ND QUARTER 2008 















       
2000 4Q 469,205,903  8.6% 940,555  159,500  6,595,715  $4.32/nnn 
2001 4Q 475,430,281  9.6% (2,279,534) 1,438,670  3,923,366  $4.35/nnn 
2002 4Q 478,722,315  10.5% (1,377,033) 498,910  2,540,405  $4.38/nnn 
2003 4Q 480,183,374  10.8% (3,834,193) 259,964  2,153,777  $5.19/nnn 
2004 4Q 480,942,912  11.3% (491,217) 329,000  3,904,187  $5.12/nnn 
2005 4Q 483,103,814  10.5% 635,728  763,936  3,435,313  $5.24/nnn 
2006 1Q 483,264,467  10.2% 1,486,876  607,909  3,878,294  $5.19/nnn 
2006 2Q 483,574,786  9.9% 1,519,317  1,054,188  3,829,605  $5.25/nnn 
2006 3Q 484,565,977  9.6% 2,364,272  1,003,191  2,857,367  $5.24/nnn 
2006 4Q 485,361,038  9.1% 3,303,368  842,130  2,330,050  $5.26/nnn 
2007 1Q 485,486,712  9.4% (1,200,538) 1,250,378  3,034,840  $5.31/nnn 
2007 2Q 486,308,456  9.3% 1,065,935  902,091  3,421,142  $5.29/nnn 
2007 3Q 486,369,189  8.9% 1,829,661  106,333  3,638,589  $5.38/nnn 
2007 4Q 488,068,406  8.9% 1,978,952  1,719,500  2,200,395  $5.43/nnn 
2008 1Q 488,448,613  8.8% 657,815  1,094,100  2,265,891  $5.51/nnn 
2008 2Q 489,396,182  9.5% (2,398,059) 1,048,658  1,626,941  $5.50/nnn 
 
 The Delaware Valley contained 489,396,182 square feet of industrial/flex space in the 
second quarter of 2008 increasing at a 0.56% compound annual rate over the seven and one-half 
years between the end of 2004 and the date of valuation.  The overall vacancy rate was 9.5%, an 
increase of almost a full percentage point over the previous quarter, but still less than the 11.3% 
high experienced at the end of 2004.  The market absorbed negative 2,398,059 square feet on a 
net basis, the largest contraction of demand since 2003.  New construction delivered 1,048,658 
square feet of additional space and 1,626,941 square feet were still under construction.  Annual 
rental rates averaged $5.50 per square foot on a net basis, growing at 3.64% per year over fourth 
quarter 2000. 
 
 The following table contains my forecast of the Delaware Valley’s industrial/flex 
inventory and vacancy rate utilizing CoStar data.  Based on the previous ten year average rate of 




industrial/flex market will have an inventory of 507,182,780 square feet by the end of 2013, a 
0.65% annual growth rate.  By the fourth quarter of 2013, the region will have a vacancy rate of 
11.6 percent. 
 
NINE COUNTY INDUSTRIAL/FLEX MARKET 
FORECAST 2009 TO 2013 











     
2008 2Q 489,396,182 1,048,658 (2,398,059) 9.5% 
2009 4Q 492,550,124  914,541  426,031  10.4% 
2010 4Q 496,208,288  914,541  426,031  10.7% 
2011 4Q 499,866,452  914,541  426,031  11.0% 
2012 4Q 503,524,616  914,541  426,031  11.3% 






Delaware County Overview 
 
 The subject competes with industrial/flex buildings in the Delaware County market.  The 
following table summarizes data from CoStar for industrial/flex space in Delaware County. 
 
DELAWARE COUNTY INDUSTRIAL/FLEX MARKET 
4th QUARTER 2000 TO 2ND QUARTER 2008 















       
2000 4Q 32,090,662  8.1% (29,410) 0  94,000  $5.01/nnn 
2001 4Q 32,142,662  7.6% (193,255) 0  229,100  $6.21/nnn 
2002 4Q 32,590,085  8.3% (136,944) 121,023  58,400  $8.57/nnn 
2003 4Q 32,600,885  8.8% (368,335) 0  91,500  $6.88/nnn 
2004 4Q 32,646,105  10.6% (424,065) 70,000  79,118  $5.75/nnn 
2005 4Q 32,725,223  10.4% 47,730  20,500  192,410  $5.75/nnn 
2006 1Q 32,755,633  9.6% 306,816  30,410  205,750  $5.80/nnn 
2006 2Q 32,782,633  9.4% 76,125  27,000  210,750  $5.86/nnn 
2006 3Q 32,882,633  8.6% 353,635  100,000  110,750  $5.88/nnn 
2006 4Q 32,961,383  7.9% 298,770  78,750  75,280  $5.84/nnn 
2007 1Q 32,967,811  7.4% 167,208  32,000  43,280  $6.40/nnn 
2007 2Q 33,011,091  7.5% 17,000  43,280  115,620  $6.61/nnn 
2007 3Q 32,984,091  6.5% 290,221  0  151,312  $6.50/nnn 
2007 4Q 32,980,902  6.0% 166,207  0  214,672  $6.46/nnn 
2008 1Q 33,016,594  7.5% (449,132) 82,592  243,980  $6.58/nnn 
2008 2Q 33,016,594  8.7% (401,417) 0  243,980  $6.62/nnn 
 
The Delaware County industrial/flex market contained 33,016,594 square feet of 
industrial/flex space in the second quarter of 2008 increasing at a 0.38% compound annual rate 
during the seven and one-half years since fourth quarter 2000.  The overall vacancy rate was 
8.7%, an increase of more than a full percentage point over the previous quarter, but still less 
than the 10.6% high experienced at the end of 2004.  The market absorbed negative 401,417 
square feet on a net basis, the second consecutive quarter of negative absorption.  There were no 
new deliveries and 243,980 square feet were still under construction.  Annual rental rates 
averaged $6.62 per square foot on a net basis, growing at 4.28% per year over fourth quarter 
2000. 
 
 The following table contains my forecast of Delaware County’s industrial/flex inventory 
and vacancy rate utilizing CoStar data.  Based on the previous ten year average rate of deliveries 
and the previous ten year average rate of net absorption, the Delaware County industrial/flex 
market will have an inventory of 34,160,486 square feet by the end of 2013, a 0.62% annual 






DELAWARE COUNTY INDUSTRIAL/FLEX MARKET 
FORECAST 2009 TO 2013 











     
2008 2Q 33,016,594 0 (401,417) 8.7% 
2009 4Q 33,399,942  47,534  24,155  9.8% 
2010 4Q 33,590,078  47,534  24,155  10.0% 
2011 4Q 33,780,214  47,534  24,155  10.2% 
2012 4Q 33,970,350  47,534  24,155  10.5% 






Three Mile Radius of the Subject 
 
The subject property is located within two miles of the Philadelphia International Airport 
and the Boeing assembly plant, two of the largest concentrations of industrial activity in the 
immediate vicinity.  It is therefore appropriate to analyze the market for industrial/flex facilities 
with similar locational characteristics.  A three mile radius around the subject, including a 
portion of southeastern Delaware County and a portion of southwestern Philadelphia, contains 
industrial/flex buildings that may be drawn by the opportunity to be in close proximity to these 
hubs of activity.  The table on the following page summarizes data from CoStar for 
industrial/flex space within a three mile radius of the subject property. 
 
The industrial/flex market within three miles of the subject contained 13,362,189 square 
feet in the second quarter of 2008 increasing at a 1.50% compound annual rate over the seven 
and one-half years since the end of 2000.  The overall vacancy rate was 10.8%, down by just 
over one-half of a percentage from the previous quarter.  The market absorbed 80,526 square feet 
on a net basis, a reversal of the prior two quarters.  There were no new deliveries and 55,100 
square feet were still under construction.  Annual rental rates averaged $5.99 per square foot on a 
net basis, growing at 5.46% per year over fourth quarter 2000. 
 
 
THREE MILE RADIUS INDUSTRIAL/FLEX MARKET 
4th QUARTER 2000 TO 2ND QUARTER 2008 















       
2000 4Q 11,946,469  7.3% 183,225  0  0  $4.25/nnn 
2001 4Q 11,946,469  8.2% 130,052  0  54,600  $4.88/nnn 
2002 4Q 12,031,069  8.6% (87,983) 0  0  $4.55/nnn 
2003 4Q 11,983,469  9.6% (132,735) 0  0  $6.20/nnn 
2004 4Q 12,033,469  12.8% (82,208) 50,000  1,181,818  $5.73/nnn 
2005 4Q 13,215,287  10.8% 83,039  0  100,000  $6.76/nnn 
2006 1Q 13,215,287  10.6% 19,584  0  100,000  $5.74/nnn 
2006 2Q 13,215,287  10.2% 52,748  0  100,000  $5.78/nnn 
2006 3Q 13,315,287  9.1% 245,617  100,000  0  $5.59/nnn 
2006 4Q 13,315,287  7.9% 156,370  0  0  $5.70/nnn 
2007 1Q 13,315,287  7.9% (585) 0  0  $6.18/nnn 
2007 2Q 13,315,287  8.9% (137,539) 0  44,300  $6.24/nnn 
2007 3Q 13,315,287  7.8% 149,319  0  46,900  $6.24/nnn 
2007 4Q 13,315,287  9.7% (258,596) 0  46,900  $6.22/nnn 
2008 1Q 13,362,189  11.4% (216,649) 46,900  0  $5.95/nnn 





The 55,100 square foot facility under construction is an equipment maintenance plant for 
US Airways.  The new facility is to be located at 8000 Essington Avenue in Southwestern 
Philadelphia.  This facility is being built on a turnkey basis for US Airways to its specifications. 
 
Another proposed development is planned adjacent to the subject within the Folcroft 
West Industrial Park.  On July 17, 2008, Delaware County recommended approval for 
Henderson Columbia to prepare a final land development plan for a 76,800 square foot 
warehouse for Forward Air on 7.6 acres immediately north of the subject property.  The 
proposed home of Forward Air represents the development of the last vacant parcel of land in the 
Folcroft West Industrial Park. 
 
 A significant recent delivery occurred in the Folcroft West Industrial Park in the first 
quarter of 2008.  A new 44,300 square foot distribution facility was built at the rear of 519 
Kaiser Drive on a 10 acre site.  The building offers 12 exterior loading docks, four (4) drive-in 
doors, and ceiling clearances ranging from 22 feet to 24 feet.  The average asking rent per square 
foot is $8.50. 
 
 A potential future expansion of the Philadelphia International Airport may affect the 
market for industrial/flex properties in the subject’s vicinity.  The airport and the FAA submitted 
a draft environmental impact statement for public comment to evaluate the installation of an 
additional runway to increase the capacity for takeoffs and landings.  The additional runway 
would be on the current site of a UPS cargo facility.  One option for the site of the relocated UPS 
facility is a 140 acre tract of industrially zoned land adjacent to the airport in Tinicum Township, 
Delaware County. 
 
The 140 acre tract is the largest undeveloped parcel of industrially zoned land in an area 
that is has few tracts of land that are available for development.  If the airport acquires the tract 
and expands, the already high barriers to entry in the immediate vicinity would become even 
higher.  The airport, the John Heinz Wildlife Refuge, and the configuration of Interstate 95 limit 
development adjacent to the airport and force users of industrial/flex space to existing facilities, 
such as the subject.  While the expansion of the airport is still in the preliminary phase, the 
potential loss of the last undeveloped tract adjacent to the airport bodes well for the market for 
existing industrial/flex facilities in the subject vicinity. 
 
THREE MILE RADIUS INDUSTRIAL/FLEX MARKET 
FORECAST 2009 TO 2013 











     
2008 2Q 13,362,189 0 80,526 10.8% 
2009 4Q 13,438,507  38,160  39,362  7.9% 
2010 4Q 13,591,147  38,160  39,362  7.7% 
2011 4Q 13,743,787  38,160  39,362  7.6% 
2012 4Q 13,896,427  38,160  39,362  7.5% 




The previous table contains my forecast of the industrial/flex inventory and vacancy rate 
for the three mile radius surrounding the subject utilizing CoStar data.  Based on the previous ten 
year average rate of deliveries and the previous ten year average rate of net absorption, the 
industrial/flex market in the three mile radius will have an inventory of 14,049,067 square feet 
by the end of 2013, a 0.92% annual growth rate.  By the fourth quarter of 2013, the vacancy rate 





Peer Group Analysis 
 
 Primary competitors for the subject consist of industrial/flex buildings in the Delaware 
County market containing 15,000 square feet to 60,000 square feet.  The table on the following 
page summarizes data from CoStar for these facilities. 
 
COMPETITIVE PROPERTIES 15,000 SF TO 60,000 SF 
4th QUARTER 2000 TO 2ND QUARTER 2008 















       
2000 4Q 9,748,663  9.2% 101,292  0  94,000  $5.55/nnn 
2001 4Q 9,800,663  9.4% (26,882) 0  216,600  $6.80/nnn 
2002 4Q 10,065,763  9.6% 62,315  20,000  58,400  $6.57/nnn 
2003 4Q 10,124,163  10.5% (46,283) 0  87,500  $7.34/nnn 
2004 4Q 10,261,663  12.0% (108,442) 70,000  77,318  $6.52/nnn 
2005 4Q 10,338,981  9.8% 70,503  20,500  65,410  $6.65/nnn 
2006 1Q 10,369,391  10.8% (75,999) 30,410  78,750  $7.19/nnn 
2006 2Q 10,369,391  10.2% 58,784  0  110,750  $7.23/nnn 
2006 3Q 10,369,391  8.6% 169,261  0  110,750  $6.98/nnn 
2006 4Q 10,448,141  9.5% (23,397) 78,750  75,280  $6.85/nnn 
2007 1Q 10,480,141  9.0% 76,908  32,000  43,280  $7.48/nnn 
2007 2Q 10,523,421  9.3% 15,263  43,280  102,320  $7.66/nnn 
2007 3Q 10,523,421  8.0% 136,824  0  123,120  $7.85/nnn 
2007 4Q 10,523,421  7.7% 25,071  0  123,120  $7.71/nnn 
2008 1Q 10,544,221  9.2% (136,666) 65,100  58,020  $7.82/nnn 
2008 2Q 10,544,221  8.9% 27,092  0  58,020  $7.88/nnn 
 
The peer group contained 10,544,221 square feet of industrial/flex space in the second 
quarter of 2008 increasing at a 1.05% compound annual rate during the seven and one-half years 
since year end 2000.  The overall vacancy rate was 8.9%, a slight decrease from the previous 
quarter.  The market absorbed 27,092 square feet on a net basis, a reversal of the prior quarter’s 
negative absorption.  There were no new deliveries and 243,980 square feet were still under 
construction.  Annual rental rates averaged $7.88 per square foot on a net basis, growing at 
5.60% per year over fourth quarter 2000. 
 
 The following table contains my forecast of the industrial/flex inventory and vacancy rate 
within the competitive group of properties.  Based on the previous ten year average rate of 
deliveries and the previous ten year average rate of net absorption, the competitive set will have 
an inventory of 11,211,651 square feet by the end of 2013, a 1.12% annual growth rate.  By the 





COMPETITIVE PROPERTIES 15,000 SF TO 60,000 SF 
FORECAST 2009 TO 2013 











     
2008 2Q 10,544,221 0 27,092 8.7% 
2009 4Q 10,760,531 28,195 23,382 10.2% 
2010 4Q 10,873,311 28,195 23,382 10.2% 
2011 4Q 10,986,091 28,195 23,382 10.3% 
2012 4Q 11,098,871 28,195 23,382 10.4% 






Industrial Market Outlook and Conclusions 
 
 The industrial/flex market vacancy rate for the second quarter of 2008 ranged from 8.7% 
for Delaware County to 10.8% for the three mile radius around the subject.  Based on my 
forecast, I project that the vacancy rate by year end 2013 will range between 7.4% for the three 
mile radius around the subject to 11.6% for the Delaware Valley as a whole.  As of the date of 
valuation, rents per square foot per year on a triple net basis ranged from $5.50 for the Delaware 
Valley as a whole to $7.88 for the subject peer group.  The subject peer group led the way with 
an average rent growth of 5.60% per year. 
 
MARKET RENT AND VACANCY SUMMARY 









Rent Growth %/Yr 
’00 4Q-’08 2Q 
     
Delaware Valley 9.5% 11.6% $5.50/nnn 3.64%/Yr 
Delaware County 8.7% 10.7% $6.62/nnn 4.28%/Yr 
3 Mile Radius 10.8% 7.4% $5.99/nnn 5.46%/Yr 
Peer Group 8.9% 10.4% $7.88/nnn 5.60%/Yr 
 
 
HIGHEST AND BEST USE 
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 USPAP requires an appraiser to develop an opinion of the highest and best use of the real 
estate when the definition of value is market value.33  The highest and best use is “the reasonably 
probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property that is physically possible, 
appropriately supported, and financially feasible and that results in the highest value.”34
1. Legally permissible; 
   
 
Highest and Best Use If Vacant 
 
According to The Appraisal of Real Estate, one must apply four tests in the following 
order to determine the highest and best use: 
 
 
2. Physically possible; 
 





The tests of legal permissibility and physical possibility can occur in either order but these two 
must occur before proceeding to the remaining tests.36
Legal Permissibility.  A legally permitted use is “a property use that is either currently 
allowed or most probably allowable under zoning codes, building codes, environmental 




Physical Possibility.  For a use to be physically possible, “the land must be able to 
accommodate the size and shape and of the ideal improvement.”
  Based 
on my research, I am not aware of any private restrictions (deed restrictions, restrictive 
covenants, building association agreements, etc.) that limit the use the subject.  Thus, the 
principal legal constraint on the utilization of the subject land is the Folcroft Borough zoning 
code.  I do not believe that a zoning change would be possible since Folcroft Borough updated its 
zoning ordinance as recently as 2006.  As previously discussed, the LIB zoning district permits 
office buildings, most light industrial uses, laboratories, electronic data processing centers, 
warehouses, as principal uses by right.   
 
38
                                                 
33 USPAP Standards Rule 1-3(b). 
34 The Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th ed., 277-278. 
35 The Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th ed., 278-279. 
36 The Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th ed., 278. 
37 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Legal Permissibility.” 
38 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Physical Permissibility.” 
  The subject land features 
both positive and negative characteristics that one must consider.  Although the site has a slightly 
irregular shape, it has a uniform depth that allows some flexibility in the placement of 
improvements relative to vehicle parking and circulation areas.  The site has almost 300 feet of 
frontage on a developed street that permits more than one access point.  The land’s mildly 
sloping topography does not feature elevation changes that would increase construction costs.  
Storm water also appears to drain efficiently from the site 




The underlying soil is capable of supporting commercial and industrial development 
without extra support or piling.  A flood zone is not present that could limit the site’s 
developable area or utility.  The subject land is situated in an industrial park less than one-half 
mile from the area’s main commercial roadway.  Finally, all public utilities serve the tract. 
 
 According to Appraising Industrial Properties, the typical land to building ratio for 
industrial properties is between 2.5 and 3.5.39  Based on a land area of 1.58 acres or 68,825 
square feet, an ideal industrial property would contain 19,600 square feet to 27,500 square feet.  
The Urban Land Institute’s Guide to Classifying Industrial Property indicates light industrial 
buildings have an average building site coverage of 40% or less.40
 Financial Feasibility.  A financially feasible use has the ability “to generate sufficient 
income to support the use for which it was designed.”
  A building site coverage of 
40% yields a 27,500 square foot building on the subject land. 
 
The current zoning permits a maximum 70% site coverage.  Based on a 70% limit on 
impervious surfaces, buildings and parking areas can occupy no more than 48,100 square feet of 
the 68,825 square feet of land area.  If every square foot of building area requires one square foot 
of parking area, the current zoning would permit a building with 24,000 square feet.  
Accordingly, I estimate that the ideal improvements would consist of a one story light industrial 
building containing 20,000 square feet to 25,000 square feet. 
 
41
                                                 
39 The Appraisal Institute, Appraising Industrial Properties, 29. 
40 The Urban Land Institute, Guide to Classifying Industrial Property, 2nd ed., 40. 
41 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Financial Feasibility.” 
  The following table summarizes the 
feasibility of the subject.  Based on my discussions with Mr. Trommelen, construction of the 
ideal industrial facility would be much less than the cost to reproduce the existing subject 
improvements. 
 
This analysis is based on a 25,000 ideal industrial facility.  The market rent, rent growth, 
and vacancy rate is based on an analysis of the subject’s peer group in the Market Analysis 
section.  The Income Approach discusses the operating expenses and capitalization rate 
development   
  




      
 Area Units  Rate Total 
Reproduction Cost New 25,000  SF @ $73.00  $1,825,000  
Plus: Land Value 1.58 Acres @ $150,000   $237,000  
Total Reproduction Cost New 25,000  SF @ $82.06   $2,062,000  
      
Calculation of Feasible Rent      
Required NOI $2,051,500   @ 9.07%  $187,023  
Plus: Operating Expenses  25,000  SF @  $1.76   $44,000  
Plus: Reserves  25,000  SF @  $0.25   $6,250  
Plus: Management    @  3.00%   $5,611  
Effective Income      $242,884  
Plus: Vacancy   @ 10.00%  $        24,288  
Potential Gross Income              267,173  
      
Feasible Gross Rent (SF)  25,000  SF    $          10.69  
Less: Operating Expenses      $            1.76  
Feasible Net Rent      $            8.93  
      
Market Net Rent (SF)      $7.88  
      
Difference      $1.05  
      
Growth Needed to Achieve Feasibility    13.29% 
      
Annual Growth Rate of Rent     3.00% 
      
Years Required to Meet Feasible Rent    4.43 
 
 Maximum Productivity.  In order for a use to be maximally productive use, “the selected 
land use must yield the highest value of the possible uses.”42
                                                 
42 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th ed., s.v. “Maximum Productivity.” 
  Based on the foregoing feasibility 
analysis, I believe the most productive use of the site if vacant would be to hold until 
construction becomes feasible 
 
After considering all factors, it is my opinion that the highest and best use of the subject 
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Highest and Best Use of the Subject as Improved 
 
The subject consists of a one story and part two story light industrial building.  The gross 
building area is 36,940 square feet, representing 56.16% of the site area.  The ground floor area 
is 33,040 square feet, representing a site coverage ratio of 50.23%.  The improvements represent 
an over improvement of the subject land based on current light industrial standards.  The subject 
also has several functionally deficient characteristics, most notably the U-shaped configuration 
that impedes the movement of goods and personnel through the building.  
 
It is my judgment that the market demand for the subject property remain steady in light 
of the lack of developable land in the immediate vicinity, the lack of market rents that make new 
construction feasible, and the subject’s proximity to the Philadelphia International Airport and 
Interstate 95.  As improved, it is my opinion that the highest and best use of the subject property 
is continued use as a single occupant light industrial facility in accordance with the underlying 
zoning and other land use controls.  This program of development in my view supports the 
highest present land value, and represents the most likely and available use to which the subject 







The Cost Approach provides a value indication by adding the value of the land to the 
depreciated cost of the improvements.  The initial step in the Cost Approach is to estimate the 
market value of the land assumed to be vacant.  The analysis of sales of reasonably similar land 
parcels provides empirical data on which observations and conclusions about the subject land 
can be made.  The commonly accepted unit of comparison in the valuation of industrial land is 
the selling price per acre. 
 
The sales selected for direct comparison to the subject contain some features that are not 
identical to the subject.  Adjustments have been made leading to an indication of the price at 
which the subject land could be expected to sell.  In this analysis, all relevant adjustment factors 
were considered, including: 
 
1.  Property rights conveyed. 
 
2.  Financing terms and/or the cash equivalency of the price attributable to the land. 
 
3.  Conditions of sale. 
 
4.  The effect of the passage of time on selling prices and upon the relative availability of 
competing properties. 
 
5.  Nature of surrounding development. 
 
6.  Physical features such as frontage, shape, depth, access, topography, availability of 
public utilities, etc. 
 
7.  Uses permitted by zoning and other property use controls. 
 
8.  Relative size. 
 
9.  Special considerations such as wetlands, tidal lands, steep slope considerations, etc. 
 
Numerous sales of vacant land were investigated, and the sales considered to be the most 





LAND SALE NO. 1  
LOT #1-003 TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD (NEALY BOULEVARD) 
TRAINER BOROUGH 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: January 3, 2007 IDENTIFICATION:  46-00-00485-56 
  
DEED BOOK:  3995 PAGE:  4 CONSIDERATION:  $300,000 
  
GRANTOR: Wu & Associates 
  
GRANTEE: DDQ Holdings LLC 
  
LAND AREA: 2.572 acres BUILDING AREA:  None. 
  
ZONING: I-1 Light Industrial District 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Industrial development 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped parcel has 124’ frontage on the cul-de-sac 
terminus of Nealy Boulevard.  Frontage of the tract is generally at 
street grade, and the topography of the tract is slightly sloping.  
Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electric, and gas lines 
were available for connection at the time of sale.   
  
UNADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $116,641 per acre.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
                  Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $116,641 per acre.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location +15% adjustment 
 Relative Size -5% adjustment 
 Physical Features +15% adjustment 
 Utility Service 0% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
                 Total Final Adjustment: +25% adjustment 
   














LAND SALE NO. 2 
8 GROCE AVENUE 
DARBY TOWNSHIP 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: March 2, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:  15-00-01583-00 et 
al. 
  
DEED BOOK:  3742 PAGE:  402 CONSIDERATION:  $473,000 
  
GRANTOR: Donald Landolph 
  
GRANTEE: Advanced Transit Mix, Inc. 
  
LAND AREA: 2.51225 acres BUILDING AREA:  5,000 SF office. 
  
ZONING: LI Light Industrial District 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Concrete plant 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped assemblage of 3 contiguous parcels has 
180’ frontage on Grobes Avenue and 461.92’ frontage on Groce 
Avenue.  Frontage of the tract is generally at street grade and the 
topography of the parcel is generally level.  Public water, sanitary 
sewer, storm sewer, electric, and gas lines were available for 
connection at the time of sale.   
  
UNADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $188,277 per acre.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
                  Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $188,277 per acre.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location -5% adjustment 
 Relative Size -5% adjustment 
 Physical Features -10% adjustment 
 Utility Service 0% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
                 Total Final Adjustment: -20% adjustment 
   













LAND SALE NO. 3 
BRIDGEWATER ROAD 
BRIDGEWATER INDUSTRIAL PARK 
CHESTER TOWNSHIP 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: February 7, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:  07-00-00270-20 
  
DEED BOOK:  3727 PAGE:  1109 CONSIDERATION:  $1,200,000 
  
GRANTOR: Murphy & Smith Developers, LLC 
  
GRANTEE: TMFD, LLC 
  
LAND AREA: 8.126 acres BUILDING AREA:  None. 
  
ZONING: I Industrial District 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Industrial development 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped interior parcel has 786.53’ frontage on the 
south side of Bridgewater Road.  Frontage of the tract is generally 
at or near street grade, and the topography is slightly sloping.  
Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electric, and gas lines 
were available for connection at the time of sale.   
  
UNADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $147,674 per acre.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
                  Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $147,674 per acre.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location -5% adjustment 
 Relative Size -5% adjustment 
 Physical Features +10% adjustment 
 Utility Service 0% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
                 Total Final Adjustment: 0% adjustment 
   













LAND SALE NO. 4  
1354 HOOK ROAD 
DARBY TOWNSHIP 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: February 6, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:  15-00-01308-01 
  
DEED BOOK:  3726 PAGE:  1476 CONSIDERATION:  $1,175,000 
  
GRANTOR: Joseph DiLuzio 
  
GRANTEE: Keystone Storage Solutions, LLC 
  
LAND AREA: 6.51517 acres BUILDING AREA:  None. 
  
ZONING: RA Residential District and RC Residential District subject to a variance 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Self storage facility 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped corner parcel has 365.70’ frontage on the north side 
of Hook Road, 35.20’ frontage on the east side of Greenhill Road, and 
428.66’ frontage on the south side of Linden Avenue.  Frontage of the tract 
is generally at street grade, and the topography of the parcel falls from the 
front portion of the property to its center before rising gently to the rear 
portion of the property.  Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electric, 
and gas lines were available for connection at the time of sale.   
  
UNADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $180,348 per acre.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
                  Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $180,348 per acre.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location -5% adjustment 
 Relative Size -5% adjustment 
 Physical Features -10% adjustment 
 Utility Service 0% adjustment 
 Zoning +5% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
                 Total Final Adjustment: -15% adjustment 
   













Estimate of Land Value 
 
To account for the relevant differences that exist between the subject and each of the 
sales, appropriate adjustments have been made.  In this analysis, adjustments have been made to 
each sale in two phases. 
  
First, each sale has been adjusted as applicable for property rights conveyed, for 
financing and/or cash equivalency considerations, for any unusual conditions of sale affecting 
price, and for the effect of time, if any, on selling prices and upon the relative availability of 
competing properties.  These adjustments are cumulative in nature, have been expressed on a 
factor basis, and have been multiplied by one another to arrive at an adjusted base price for each 
sale.   
 
The second phase of the adjustment process is to deal with property characteristics that 
are different between the subject property and each sale.  These adjustments are serial in nature, 
and have been summed. 
 
Land Sale No. 1 is a 2.572 acre irregularly shaped parcel located at the terminus of a cul-
de-sac on Nealy Boulevard, Trainer Borough.  The subject has a superior location with better 
access to Interstate 95.  Therefore, I adjusted the sale upward 15 percent.  The sale has more land 
area than the subject so I adjusted the sale downward five percent.  The subject has several 
physical characteristics that are superior to the sale, including a more regular shape, a more level 
topography, and more street frontage.  Accordingly, I adjusted the sale upward 15% to account 
for the subject’s superior physical characteristics.  The sum of the adjustments is an upward 25% 
adjustment. 
 
Land Sale No. 2 is a 2.51225 acre irregularly shaped assemblage that has frontage on two 
streets in Darby Township.  The sale has a superior location.  Therefore, I adjusted the sale 
downward five percent.  The sale has more land area than the subject so I adjusted the sale 
downward five percent.  The sale has more street frontage and frontage on two public streets.  
Accordingly, I adjusted the sale downward 10% to account for the sale’s superior physical 
characteristics.  The sum of the adjustments is a downward 20% adjustment. 
 
Land Sale No. 3 is an 8.126 acre irregularly shaped tract with 786.53’ frontage on 
Bridgewater Road in the Bridgewater Industrial Park.  The sale has a superior location.  
Therefore, I adjusted the sale downward five percent.  The sale has more land area than the 
subject so I adjusted the sale downward five percent.  The sale has more street frontage, but the 
sloping topography impacts the sale’s development potential.  Accordingly, I adjusted the sale 
upward 10% to account for the sale’s superior physical characteristics.  The sum of the 
adjustments is a 0% adjustment. 
 
Land Sale No. 4 is a 6.51517 acre irregularly shaped corner parcel with frontage on three 
streets in Darby Township.  The sale has a superior location.  Therefore, I adjusted the sale 
downward five percent.  The sale has more land area than the subject so I adjusted the sale 
downward five percent.  The sale has more street frontage and frontage on three public streets.  




characteristics.  The sale required a zoning variance to permit the development of a self storage 
facility.  The subject zoning provides for a greater array of permitted land uses.  Thus, I adjusted 
the sale upward five percent to account for the subject’s preferable zoning.  The sum of the 
adjustments is a downward 15% adjustment. 
 
Subsequent to adjustment, unit selling prices of the sales range from $145,801 per acre to 
$153,296 per acre.   
 
TRANSACTION ADJUSTED UNIT SELLING PRICE 
  
Land Sale No. 1 $145,801 per acre 
Land Sale No. 2 $150,622 per acre 
Land Sale No. 3 $147,674 per acre 
Land Sale No. 4 $153,296 per acre 
 
After taking into consideration all of the dissimilar features between the sales analyzed 
and the subject property, it is my opinion that the indicated value of the subject land by this 
approach is $150,000 per acre.  Multiplying the subject's 1.58 acres of land area by $150,000 per 
acre reflects a value of $237,000, which I rounded to $235,000. 
 
Estimate of Cost New 
 
The next step in the Cost Approach is to estimate the cost new to rebuild the subject 
improvements; and the traditional techniques are either to estimate the cost to reproduce the 
improvements or to estimate the cost to replace the improvements.   
 
Reproduction cost is the estimated cost to construct, as of the date of the appraisal, an 
exact duplicate or replica of the improvements being appraised using the same materials, 
construction standards, design layout, and quality of workmanship, and embodying all the 
subject deficiencies, super adequacies, and obsolescence.   
 
Replacement cost, on the other hand, is the estimated cost to construct, as of the date of 
the appraisal, improvements with utility equivalent to the improvements being appraised using 
modern materials and current standards, design, and layout.  The replacement cost technique 
traditionally requires that the structure be redesigned or reconfigured to correct some or all 
elements of functional obsolescence.  In essence, this technique assumes hypothetical physical 
improvements which may be substantially different from the actual subject improvements. 
 
Accordingly, I have developed a reproduction cost estimate.  To estimate the cost new of 
the subject improvements, I have relied upon the reproduction cost estimate prepared by David 
A. Tromellen of Tromco Enterprises, LLC.  Mr. Tromellen is of the opinion that the existing 
improvements could be constructed as of the appraisal date for $5,070,500, or the equivalent of 
36,940 square feet of gross building area at $137.26 per square foot of building area.  This 
estimate includes the cranes, all site improvements such as parking areas, landscaping, 
walkways, building appurtenances and features, etc.; and all costs have been adjusted to the date 




Estimate of Depreciation 
 
Accrued depreciation is the loss in utility, as of the appraisal date, experienced by the 
improvements in comparison with the utility they would have had as new improvements that 
represent the highest and best use of the site, that possess no elements of functional 
obsolescence, and that are not impacted by external obsolescence.  Utility is an economic 
concept, and the amount of diminished utility measured represents the deduction from cost new 
that a prudent, informed purchaser would make in arriving at the price to be paid for the subject 
as of the appraisal date. 
 
Depreciation is normally classified into the categories of physical deterioration, 
functional obsolescence, and external obsolescence; and the factors creating the loss in value are 
also sometimes classified as being either curable or incurable.  External obsolescence is 
generally classified as being incurable only, because the cure is normally beyond the control of 
the property owner.  While most elements of deterioration or inadequacy can technologically be 
corrected, the test of curability is whether the cost of fixing or curing of the condition will result 
in an equal or greater value increase. 
 
Physical deterioration is the undesirable condition that results from the natural processes 
of aging, use, stress, and exposure to the elements; and can be classified as curable or incurable.  
Items of deferred maintenance are generally classified as curable physical deterioration.  The 
measure of this element of deterioration is the cost of restoring each item to new or reasonably 
new condition. 
 
Incurable physical deterioration results from the deterioration of physical components 
over time.  For purposes of analysis, the components of the facility are divided into categories 
based on the anticipated total physical life of the component.  Long lived items are components 
expected to have a life span the same as or longer than the physical life of the structure as a 
whole.  Medium lived items are components expected to have a life somewhat shorter than the 
life of the total structure, and which in all likelihood would require replacement at least once 
during the physical life of the structure.  Short lived items are components expected to have a life 
much shorter than the life of the total structure, and which would require replacement one or 
more times during the physical life of the structure. 
 
Functional obsolescence is the adverse effect on (the value of) an asset resulting from 
shortcomings in design or changes in standards over time that make some aspect of the structure, 
material, or design unacceptable by current standards.  Functional obsolescence is classified into 
three potential groups (each of which may be either curable or incurable):  a deficiency requiring 
an addition; a deficiency requiring substitution or modernization; and/or a super adequacy. 
 
External obsolescence is the negative influence on value caused by locational and/or 
economic circumstances which adversely affect the market demand for the property. 
 
The techniques for measuring accrued depreciation are: (1) the observed 
condition-breakdown technique; (2) the overall age-life technique; and (3) the market extraction 




effective economic age of the improvements by deducting remaining economic life from total 
economic life.  The effective economic age is then expressed as a percentage of total economic 
life.  This percentage is then applied to the cost new estimate to obtain a figure representing the 
lump sum deduction for accrued depreciation.  While this method does not provide for an 
individual breakdown of physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, or external 
obsolescence, it nonetheless provides a summary estimate of total depreciation affecting the 
improvements under analysis. 
 
A facility of the subject's size, quality of construction, and mode of utilization could be 
expected to have a total economic life of 42 years when new if it were to represent the optimum 
utilization of the land it occupied (and if impacted by no functional obsolescence or external 
obsolescence).  I estimate the subject improvements to have a remaining economic life of 15 
years.  By subtracting the estimated 15 year remaining economic life of the subject 
improvements from the potential total economic life, an effective economic age of 27 years is 
indicated for the subject improvements. 
 
Dividing a 27 year effective economic age by a 42 year total economic life indicates total 
accrued depreciation of 64.29%, or $3,259,800.  Subtracting accrued depreciation from cost new 
results in a depreciated cost new of the improvements of $1,856,800.  To restate, the estimate of 
accrued depreciation reflects not only the physical deterioration resulting from use and exposure 
to the elements but also loss in value due to functional and external factors. 
 
Value Estimate by the Cost Approach 
 
By adding land value as estimated above to the depreciated cost of the improvements and 
cranes, a value estimate by the Cost Approach is indicated as summarized below: 
 
Land Value           $   235,000 
 
Cost New of the Improvement   $5,070,500 
Less:  Accumulated Depreciation   $3,213,700 
Depreciated Cost of the Improvements    $1,856,800 
 
Total Value Indication via the                  $2,091,800 
Overall Age-Life Technique 
  
 Rounded to        $2,050,000 
 





The underlying premise of the Sales Comparison Approach is the concept that the analysis 
of sales of reasonably similar properties provides an appraiser with empirical data from which 
observations and conclusions about the property being appraised can be made.  Proper 
application of the approach requires that in the selection of sales data to directly compare with 
the subject: 
 
Only market (or arms length) transactions be weighed, and the factual data of each 
transaction be confirmed to the greatest extent possible. 
 
The degree of comparability of each sale to the subject is considered; that differences in 
physical, functional, and economic characteristics are noted; and adjustments for the 
differences be made. 
 
The value conclusion derived is consistent with the analysis of the sales data. 
 
For a conveyance to qualify as a "market" transaction four factors must traditionally be 
present.  The conveyance must be "arm's length"; that is, it must be between two non-related 
parties, each acting in self interest.  Neither the buyer nor the seller should have been under 
compulsion to act.  The property should be available for a reasonable period of time to the class 
of purchasers best able to utilize the facility.  The price must be expressed in cash, adjusted for 
any special financing, concessions, or special terms. 
 
For any class of real estate, the area in which comparative data are searched must reflect 
the market area prospective purchasers would consider.  Comparability is also a function of the 
physical character of the asset being appraised.  Classes of real estate in which physical 
characteristics are standardized, or in which scale is small, and/or in which the commodity has 
achieved relatively uniform recognition require that the sales data closely resemble the appraised 
property.  However, as specifications become more complex, as scale increases, and/or as market 
recognition declines, the physical similarity of the sales data and the appraised property tends to 
decline. 
 
So that a conclusion from the analysis of the sales data can be drawn, a unit of 
comparison has been selected.  Calculation of a unit of comparison provides a common 
denominator by which the market sales can be related to each other and to the subject property.  
The commonly accepted unit of comparison in the valuation of industrial facilities is the selling 
price per square foot of gross building area including the land.  This unit of comparison 
emphasizes the contribution of the building, and the contribution of the land is merged into the 
reflected unit selling price.    
 
To judge the degree of comparability that exists between the subject and the sales 
selected for direct comparison with the subject, several guidelines have been applied: 
 
Each sale must be in the same market as the subject.  To the extent that a market is a 
meeting place for buyers and sellers of real estate of a given type, the boundaries of the 
market are set by the participants in merchandising and absorbing competitive properties.  
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The boundaries of a market are consequently economic in character, and not purely 
physical or geographical.  Comparative sales should not be too remote in location from 
the subject property but the nature and character of the subject appeals to a broad regional 
market, and thus the relevant market area is potentially a broad geographic area. 
 
Physical characteristics of the subject and the sales must be similar in many regards 
although it is clear that a sale need not be identical to the subject to provide evidence of 
market activity. 
 
The functional adequacy of each sale property and the subject property must be 
competitive in terms of ability of each to support similar (although not identical) 
functions.  The sale and the subject need not be duplicates of one another and the 
presence of special features or unusual features in a sale property or in the subject 
property do not necessarily preclude comparison on an overall basis. 
 
Critical to the list of comparability is the consideration of the potential costs to convert 
the sale property to make a likeness of the subject.  Economic realism dictates that a fair 
and equitable value conclusion is best developed by analysis of empirical data, although 
the data does not always fit into neat logical valuation boxes and must accordingly be 
adjusted. 
 
While a diverse array of sales was initially considered, the sales discussed below for 
direct comparison to the subject are those transactions which I consider to be most similar to the 
subject.  While care was exercised to accumulate sales that are very similar to the subject, 
relative dissimilarities exist.  For features which are dissimilar between the sales and the subject, 
adjustments have been made leading to an adjusted indication of the price at which the property 
being appraised could be expected to sell.  In making adjustments, all relevant factors were 
considered including: 
 
1.  Property rights conveyed. 
 
2.  Financing terms and/or the cash equivalency of the price attributable to the real estate. 
 
3.  Conditions of sale. 
 
4.  The effect of the passage of time on selling prices and upon the relative availability of 
competing properties. 
 
5.  The nature of surrounding development. 
 
6.  Adequacy of the site's features for utilization. 
 
7.  Uses permitted by zoning and other property use controls. 
 
8.  Relative size. 
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9.  Age, condition, and quality of the improvements. 
 
10.  Functional adequacy of the building design, layout, floor plan, and space allocation. 
 
On subsequent pages the pertinent details of six (6) transactions of industrial facilities are 
described and related to the subject.  These sales have been selected from among all of the sales 
of industrial facilities in Delaware County on which I have reliable data.  Sales occurring in time 
periods too distant from the date of valuation; facilities whose age, condition, and quality are too 
dissimilar from the subject; transactions on which reliable data could not be confirmed; 
properties competing in different markets; and facilities whose functional characteristics are not 
consistent with the subject are not presented in this report although the analysis of a broad range 
of sales data nonetheless provides valuable insights relative to the valuation of the subject.  
Pertinent details of the sales given the greatest weight in the valuation of the subject follow. 
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IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 1 
790 BIRNEY HIGHWAY – ROLLING HILLS INDUSTRIAL PARK 
ASTON TOWNSHIP 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: September 5, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:   02-00-01277-05 and 06 
    
DEED BOOK:   3897 PAGE:   1334 CONSIDERATION:   $3,200,000 
  
GRANTOR: Beverly Allen 
  
GRANTEE: Maguire Family Dynasty Trust 
  
LAND AREA: 6.789 acres 
  
BUILDING AREA: 52,300 square feet 
  
ZONING: LI Limited Industrial District 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped assemblage of 2 contiguous parcels has 
182.91’frontage at the end of the Kent Road cul-de-sac and 822.16’ 
frontage on Aston Mills Road.  The topography of the parcel is 
generally level, and the elevation of the tract is generally at street 
grade.  Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electric and gas 




This one story warehouse is constructed of steel frame, masonry 
exterior walls, and built up composition roof.  Loading facilities 
consist of 1 drive in door and 4 tailgate doors. 
  
BUILDING AGE AND 
CONDITION: 
Year Constructed:  1974 
Year(s) Remodeled/Expanded:  1989 
Physical Age:  25 years 
Construction Quality:  Average 




Sprinklered:  10% 
Office Area:  5,500 square feet 
Bay Sizes:  Adequate 
Lavatories:  Adequate 
Heating:  Gas fired unit heaters 
Air Conditioning:  Office areas only 
  
USE BEFORE SALE: Warehouse 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Warehouse 





$61.19 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
         Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $61.19 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location -5% adjustment 
 Site Adequacy -5% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Relative Size 0% adjustment 
 Physical Features +5% adjustment 
 Functional Features -5% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
         Total Final Adjustment: -10% adjustment 
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $55.07 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  




IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 1 
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IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 2 
1000 EAST ASHLAND AVENUE – FOLCROFT WEST INDUSTRIAL PARK 
FOLCROFT BOROUGH 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: January 23, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:   20-00-00063-00 
    
DEED BOOK:   3710 PAGE:   2110 CONSIDERATION:   $2,000,000 
  
GRANTOR: The Narzikul Family, LP 
  
GRANTEE: Second Ashland Avenue Company, LLC 
  
LAND AREA: 3.135 acres 
  
BUILDING AREA: 30,375 square feet 
  
ZONING: LIB Light Industrial District 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped corner parcel has 400’frontage on Ashland 
Avenue and 350’ frontage on Maple Avenue.  The topography of 
the parcel is generally level, and the elevation of the tract is 
generally near street grade.  Public water, sanitary sewer, storm 




This one story industrial building is constructed of steel frame, 
masonry exterior walls, and built up composition roof.  Loading 
facilities consist of 4 drive in truck doors.  One 30 ton crane and 2 
five ton cranes serve the building. 
  
BUILDING AGE AND 
CONDITION: 
Year Constructed:  1970 
Year(s) Remodeled/Expanded:  None 
Physical Age:  36 years 
Construction Quality:  Average 




Sprinklered:  6.60% 
Office Area:  2,000 square feet 
Bay Sizes:  Adequate 
Lavatories:  Adequate 
Heating:  Gas fired unit heaters 
Air Conditioning:  Office areas only 
  
USE BEFORE SALE: Warehouse 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Warehouse 





$65.84 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
         Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $65.84 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location 0% adjustment 
 Site Adequacy -10% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Relative Size 0% adjustment 
 Physical Features 0% adjustment 
 Functional Features -5% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
         Total Final Adjustment: -15% adjustment 
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $55.96 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  




IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 2 
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IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 3 
900 CARPENTERS CROSSING – FOLCROFT WEST INDUSTRIAL PARK 
FOLCROFT BOROUGH 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: February 14, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:   20-00-01251-04 
    
DEED BOOK:   3731 PAGE:   63 CONSIDERATION:   $1,500,000 
  
GRANTOR: Henderson Columbia Corporation 
  
GRANTEE: Wal-Pat, LLC 
  
LAND AREA: 2.54 acres 
  
BUILDING AREA: 25,600 square feet 
  
ZONING: LIB Light Industrial District 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped interior parcel has 307’ frontage on 
Columbia Avenue (Carpenters Crossing).  The topography of the 
parcel is generally level, and the elevation of the tract is generally 
near street grade.  Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, 




This one story industrial building is constructed of steel frame, 
masonry exterior walls, and built up composition roof.  Loading 
facilities consist of 8 tailgate truck doors and 1 drive in truck door. 
  
BUILDING AGE AND 
CONDITION: 
Year Constructed:  1980 
Year(s) Remodeled/Expanded:  None 
Physical Age:  26 years 
Construction Quality:  Average 




Sprinklered:  5.00% 
Office Area:  1,280 square feet 
Bay Sizes:  Adequate 
Lavatories:  Adequate 
Heating:  Gas fired unit heaters 
Air Conditioning:  Office areas only 
  
USE BEFORE SALE: Warehouse 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Warehouse 
  





$58.59 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
         Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $58.59 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location 0% adjustment 
 Site Adequacy 0% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Relative Size 0% adjustment 
 Physical Features +5% adjustment 
 Functional Features -10% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
         Total Final Adjustment: -5% adjustment 
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $55.66 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  




IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 3 
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IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 4 
20 COMMERCE DRIVE - I95 INDUSTRIAL PARK 
CHESTER TOWNSHIP 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: August 1, 2007 IDENTIFICATION:   07-00-00292-13 
    
DEED BOOK:   4167 PAGE:   1085 CONSIDERATION:   $923,000 
  
GRANTOR: Michael Zampino 
  
GRANTEE: Watson Goldhorn 
  
LAND AREA: 3.00 acres 
  
BUILDING AREA: 15,626 square feet 
  
ZONING: I Industrial District 
  
LAND FEATURES: This rectangular shaped corner parcel has 160’ frontage on the 
north side of McDonald Boulevard and 325’ frontage on the east 
side of Commerce Drive.  The topography of the parcel is generally 
level, and the elevation of the tract is generally at street grade.  
Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electric and gas lines 




This one story industrial building is constructed of masonry walls, 
built-up roof cover on steel deck, and steel frame.  Loading 
facilities consist of 2 tailgate truck doors and 1 drive in truck door. 
  
BUILDING AGE AND 
CONDITION: 
Year Constructed:  1977 
Year(s) Remodeled/Expanded:  None 
Physical Age:  30 years 
Construction Quality:  Average 




Sprinklered:  7.00% 
Office Area:  1,094 square feet 
Bay Sizes:  Adequate 
Lavatories:  Adequate 
Heating:  Gas fired unit heaters 
Air Conditioning:  Office areas only 
  
USE BEFORE SALE: Single occupant industrial utilization 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Single occupant industrial utilization 





$59.07 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
         Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $59.07 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location -5% adjustment 
 Site Adequacy -10% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Relative Size 0% adjustment 
 Physical Features +10% adjustment 
 Functional Features -5% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
         Total Final Adjustment: -10% adjustment 
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $53.16 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  




IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 4 
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IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 5 
100 COMMERCE DRIVE - I-95 INDUSTRIAL PARK 
CHESTER TOWNSHIP 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: September 1, 2008 IDENTIFICATION:   07-00-00292-04 
    
DEED BOOK:   4410 PAGE:   444 CONSIDERATION:   $1,960,000 
  
GRANTOR: John McGrory 
  
GRANTEE: Chalmers & Kubeck, Inc. 
  
LAND AREA: 2.54 acres 
  
BUILDING AREA: 27,162 square feet 
  
ZONING: I Industrial District 
  
LAND FEATURES: This nearly rectangular shaped interior parcel has 200’ frontage on the 
east side of Commerce Drive.  The topography of the parcel slopes 
upward mildly from south to north, and the elevation of the tract is 
generally above street grade.  Public water, sanitary sewer, storm 




This one story and part two story industrial building is constructed of 
masonry walls, built-up roof cover on steel deck, and steel frame.  
Loading facilities consist of 3 tailgate truck doors, 1 van height 
loading and storage dock, and 2 drive in truck doors. 
  
BUILDING AGE AND 
CONDITION: 
Year Constructed:  1987 
Year(s) Remodeled/Expanded:  None 
Physical Age:  21 years 
Construction Quality:  Average 





Office Area:  3,300 square feet 
Bay Sizes:  Adequate 
Lavatories:  Adequate 
Heating:  Gas fired unit heaters 
Air Conditioning:  Office areas only 
  
USE BEFORE SALE: Single occupant industrial utilization 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Single occupant industrial utilization 





$72.16 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
         Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $72.16 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location -5% adjustment 
 Site Adequacy 0% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Relative Size 0% adjustment 
 Physical Features -10% adjustment 
 Functional Features -10% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
         Total Final Adjustment: -25% adjustment 
   




IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 5 
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IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 6 
3 HORNE DRIVE – FOLCROFT WEST INDUSTRIAL PARK 
FOLCROFT BOROUGH 
DELAWARE COUNTY, PA 
 
DATE OF SALE: May 11, 2006 IDENTIFICATION:   20-00-01135-04 
    
DEED BOOK:   3798 PAGE:   1852 CONSIDERATION:   $1,850,000 
  
GRANTOR: 3 Horne LP 
  
GRANTEE: 3 Horne Drive LP 
  
LAND AREA: 2.2059 acres 
  
BUILDING AREA: 32,700 square feet 
  
ZONING: LIB Light Industrial District 
  
LAND FEATURES: This irregularly shaped interior parcel has 287.92’frontage on the 
Horne Drive cul-de-sac.  The topography of the parcel is generally 
level, and the elevation of the tract is generally at or near street 
grade.  Public water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, electric and gas 




This one story and part two story light industrial building is 
constructed of steel frame, masonry exterior walls, and built up 
composition roof.  Loading facilities consist of 4 drive in truck door 
and 1 tailgate truck door. 
  
BUILDING AGE AND 
CONDITION: 
Year Constructed:  1973 
Year(s) Remodeled/Expanded:  None 
Physical Age:  33 years 
Construction Quality:  Average 




Sprinklered:  0.00% 
Office Area:  5,760 square feet 
Bay Sizes:  Adequate 
Lavatories:  Adequate 
Heating:  Gas fired unit heaters 
Air Conditioning:  Office areas only 
  
USE BEFORE SALE: Single occupant light industrial 
  
USE AFTER SALE: Single occupant light industrial 





$56.57 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS: Property Rights 1.00 factor  
 Financing/Cash Equivalency 1.00 factor  
 Conditions of Sale 1.00 factor  
 Market Conditions 1.00 factor  
         Total Initial Adjustment: 1.00 factor  
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $56.57 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  
   
FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: Location 0% adjustment 
 Site Adequacy 0% adjustment 
 Zoning 0% adjustment 
 Relative Size 0% adjustment 
 Physical Features +5% adjustment 
 Functional Features -5% adjustment 
 Other Features 0% adjustment 
         Total Final Adjustment: 0% adjustment 
   
ADJUSTED BASE PRICE: $56.57 per square foot of building area excluding the land.  




IMPROVED PROPERTY SALE NO. 6 
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Value Estimate by the Sales Comparison Approach 
 
To account for the relevant differences that exist between the subject and each of the 
sales, appropriate adjustments have been made.  In this analysis, adjustments have been made to 
each sale in two phases.  First, each sale has been adjusted as applicable for property rights 
conveyed, for financing and/or cash equivalency considerations, for any unusual conditions of 
sale affecting price, and for the effect of time, if any, on selling prices and upon the relative 
availability of competing properties.  These adjustments are cumulative in nature, have been 
expressed on a factor basis, and have been multiplied by one another to arrive at an adjusted base 
price for each sale.  The second phase of the adjustment process is to deal with property 
characteristics that are different between the subject property and each sale.  These factors are 
serial in nature, and have been summed. 
 
Improved Property Sale No. 1 is a 52,300 square foot warehouse in the Rolling Hills 
Industrial Park, Aston Township.  The sale has a superior location meriting a downward five 
percent adjustment.  The sale has more land area than the subject so I adjusted the sale 
downward five percent for site adequacy.  The sale does not provide the crane service featured 
by the sub warranting an upward 5% adjustment for physical features.  The sale, with a 
rectangular shaped building, is functionally superior to the subject.  I adjusted the sale downward 
five percent for functional features.  The sum of the adjustments is a downward 10% adjustment. 
 
Improved Property Sale No. 2 is a 30,375 square foot warehouse in the Folcroft West 
Industrial Park, Folcroft Borough, which is the same location as the subject.  The sale has more 
land area and a corner location that warranted an adjustment of downward 10 percent for site 
adequacy.  The sale provides crane service.  The sale is functionally superior to the subject.  I 
adjusted the sale downward five percent for functional features.  The sum of the adjustments is a 
downward 15% adjustment. 
 
Improved Property Sale No. 3 is a 25,600 square foot warehouse also located in the 
Folcroft West Industrial Park, Folcroft Borough.  The sale is not crane served, which merits an 
upward five percent adjustment for physical features.  The sale, with a rectangular shaped 
building, is functionally superior to the subject.  I adjusted the sale downward 10% for functional 
features.  The sum of the adjustments is a downward five percent adjustment. 
 
Improved Property Sale No. 4 is a 15,626 square foot single occupant industrial facility 
located in the I95 Industrial Park, Chester Township.  The sale has a superior location meriting a 
downward five percent adjustment.  The sale has more land area and a corner location that 
warranted an adjustment of downward 10 percent for site adequacy.  The sale is not crane served 
and the subject has a better interior finish, which merit an upward 10% adjustment for physical 
features.  The sale, with a rectangular shaped building, is functionally superior to the subject.  I 
adjusted the sale downward 10% for functional features.  The sum of the adjustments is a 
downward 10% adjustment. 
 
Improved Property Sale No. 5 is a 27,162 square foot single occupant industrial facility 
located in the I95 Industrial Park, Chester Township.  The sale has a superior location meriting a 
downward five percent adjustment.  The sale has more land area that warranted an adjustment of 
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downward five percent for site adequacy.  The sale is not crane served but it is a newer building 
with better interior features.  I adjusted the sale downward five percent for physical features.  
The sale, with a rectangular shaped building, is functionally superior to the subject.  I adjusted 
the sale downward 10% for functional features.  The sum of the adjustments is a downward 25% 
adjustment. 
 
Improved Property Sale No. 6 is a 32,700 square foot single occupant light industrial 
facility located adjacent to the subject in the Folcroft West Industrial Park, Folcroft Borough.  
The sale is not crane served, which merits an upward five percent adjustment for physical 
features.  The sale, with a rectangular shaped building, is functionally superior to the subject.  I 
adjusted the sale downward five percent for functional features.  The sum of the adjustments is a 
zero percent adjustment. 
 
Subsequent to adjustment, unit selling prices of the sales range from $53.16 per square 
foot of building area including the land to $56.57 per square foot of building area including the 
land as follows: 
 
TRANSACTION ADJUSTED UNIT SELLING PRICE 
  
Improved Property Sale No. 1 $55.07 per square foot of building area including the land 
Improved Property Sale No. 2 $55.96 per square foot of building area including the land 
Improved Property Sale No. 3 $55.66 per square foot of building area including the land 
Improved Property Sale No. 4 $53.16 per square foot of building area including the land 
Improved Property Sale No. 5 $54.12 per square foot of building area including the land 
Improved Property Sale No. 6 $56.57 per square foot of building area including the land 
 
After taking into consideration all of the dissimilar features between the sales analyzed 
and the subject property, it is my opinion that the indicated value of the subject by this approach 
is $55.00 per square foot of building area including the land.  Multiplying the subject's 36,940 
square feet of gross building area by $55.00 per square foot reflects a value of $2,031,700.  I 









All investments, not just real estate investments, are subject to risk.  The principle 
exposures to risk are that the anticipated periodic (monthly, annual, etc.) return on the investment 
may not be achieved, and/or all or a portion of the capital value of the asset may be lost, and/or 
investment in the asset might create financial liability in excess of the investment in the asset. 
 
To account for risk, to account for the time value of money, and to account for the effect 
of inflation (or deflation) on the purchasing power of money, income streams are discounted 
over a specific period of time or capitalized in perpetuity at a rate that reflects the appropriate 
level of risk associated with the particular real estate investment.  Net revenue streams are not 
simply multiplied by a period of years into a value conclusion.  The principal risks that affect 
direct investments in real estate include: 
 
Interest Rate Risk:  As nominal interest rates rise, the value of a real estate investment 
with a fixed revenue stream is likely to decrease. 
 
Credit Risk:  An investment in real estate can be negatively affected if the lessee or a 
guarantor to a lease is unable or unwilling to make timely (monthly, annual, etc.) 
payments. 
 
Market Risk:  The price of a real estate investment may go up or go down due to factors 
affecting the real estate market in general or the market for a specific property in 
particular. 
 
Liquidity Risk:  Liquidity risk exists when a particular investment in real estate is 
difficult to purchase or sell at an advantageous time or price. 
 
Leverage Risk:  Leverage, or the use of mortgage funds, may cause the value of an 
interest in real estate to be more volatile than the value of the asset as a whole. 
 
Real Estate Specific Risk:  Losses from casualty or condemnation, changes in local and 
general market conditions, changes in land use regulations, limitations on rental 
increases, uncontrollable increases in real estate taxes and other operating expenses, and 
other similar matters can diminish the value of an investment in real estate. 
 
Management Risk:  The value of a real estate investment can be negatively affected by 
the experience of the entity responsible for the leasing and management of the asset. 
 
Beyond underwriting criteria of lenders and selection preferences of investors which tend 
to be property specific, the rates of return lenders and investors will expect are to a large degree 
driven by their perceptions of these categories of risk. 
 
The Income Approach examines the economic benefits of property ownership in 






Dividing the stabilized net income before debt service which the property could produce, 
if rented, by an appropriate capitalization rate.  This form of capitalization is known as 
direct capitalization and is most applicable in circumstances in which a relatively uniform 
(although uncertain) income stream is being analyzed.  The capitalization rate is directly 
dependent upon the level of risk perceived to be associated with ownership if the 
property. 
 
Projecting an income stream over a holding period; and calculating the present worth of 
the income stream discounted at an appropriate rate over the projected holding period 
plus the present worth of the reversionary interest discounted at an appropriate discount 
rate at the end of the holding period.  Known as discounted cash flow analysis or 
discounted net income analysis, this form of capitalization is most applicable in the 
analysis of properties wherein the original purchase price, a likely holding period, and an 
internal rate of return are known; or in situations wherein an irregular flow of income is 
to be expected; or in situations where the future income is impacted by such factors as a 
soft market, a rent-up period, or a vacancy period during renovations, rehabilitation, or 
modernization.  The discount rate is directly dependent upon the level of risk perceived to 
be associated with ownership of the property. 
 
Based on the size, age, condition, and utilization of the subject, I have chosen to 
capitalize the net income of the subject utilizing direct capitalization as my primary technique.  
 
Estimate of Stabilized Income and Expenses 
 
Review of Operations.  The most recent operations of the subject indicate that NP 
Precision pays an annual rent per square foot on a triple net basis whereby the tenant is 
responsible for the payment of all operating expenses. 
 
Income Analysis.  I believe that the market rent for the subject is $7.00 per square foot 
per year on a triple net basis based on an analysis of the leases summarized on Page 110.  The 
leases range from $6.50 per square foot to $7.95 per square foot.  All of the leases are for single 
tenant light industrial/flex buildings.  The Elmwood Avenue property is located in the Folcroft 
East Industrial Park, which is located less than two miles east of the subject and closer to the 
Philadelphia International Airport.  The leases for Carpenters Crossing and Ashland Avenue are 
located in the Folcroft West Industrial Park, the subject’s industrial park. 
 
The building occupied by UPS Supply Chain was constructed in 1985 and offers better 
functional features and a higher percentage of office area.  While 550 Elmwood Avenue is not 
crane served, it is appropriate to adjust the $7.95 per square foot rent downward to compare it to 
the subject.  The leases to Town Air Freight and Landair involve facilities that are similar to the 
subject property in age and functional features, but they are not crane served.  I believe that a 
slight upward adjustment is necessary to relate these properties to the subject.  Based on the 
differences in age, condition, percentage of office area, and functional features, I estimate the 





SUMMARY OF COMPARABLE LEASES 


















      
550 Elmwood Avenue 
Sharon Hill Borough 
Folcroft East Industrial Park 




52,780 SF 2005 - 
5 Years 
$7.95 Net Lease 
  
      
850 Carpenters Crossing 
Folcroft Borough 
Folcroft West Industrial Park 
Delaware County, PA 
Town Air 
Freight 
16,000 SF 2008 - 
5 Years 
$6.50 Net Lease 
$6.70/SF in 
2010 
      
1111 Ashland Avenue 
Folcroft Borough 
Folcroft West Industrial Park 
Delaware County, PA 
Landair 33,000 SF 2003 - 
5 Years 
$6.70 Net Lease 
 
Expense Analysis Based upon my review of comparable properties, it is my opinion that 
the annual expenses are as follows: 
 
• Vacancy Rate:  The overall vacancy rate is 10.00%.  As discussed in the Market 
Analysis section, the current vacancy rate for industrial/flex facilities within a 
three mile radius of the subject is 10.8 percent.  By year end 2013, I project that 
the vacancy rate for industrial/flex properties will range between 7.4% for the 
three mile radius around the subject and 11.6% for the Delaware Valley as a 
whole.  Therefore, I believe it is appropriate to allow for a 10% vacancy on a 
stabilized basis. 
 
• Horne Drive Maintenance:  The annual pro rata share of the cost to maintain 
Horne Drive is $1,500 based on discussions with representatives of the NP 
Precision Incorporated, the occupant of the subject property.  The $1,500 cost 
represents the three average total for snow removal and periodic maintenance of 
the road surface. 
 
• Insurance:  The annual cost of insurance is $0.10 per square foot of gross 
building area.  According to my review of operating expenses for properties in the 
Folcroft East Industrial Park and the Folcroft West Industrial Park, annual 
insurance costs ranged between $0.09 per square foot and $0.11 per square foot. 
 
• Utilities:  The annual cost of utilities is $0.50 per square foot of gross building 




indicated that the annual cost for all utilities averaged $0.52 per square foot per 
year. 
 
• Annual Real Estate Taxes:  The annual real estate taxes are $1.10 per square foot 
of gross building area.  As discussed in the Real Estate Taxes and Assessment 
section, annual real estate taxes were $1.05 per square foot per year as of the date 
of valuation.  Since it is likely that real estate taxes will increase at some point in 
the future, I established $1.10 per square foot as the stabilized cost. 
 
• Management Fee:  The management fee is equivalent to 3.00% of Adjusted Gross 
Income.  John Condon, Chief Financial Officer for the Henderson Group, 
indicated that the management fees ranged between 3.00% and 4.00% of actual 
collections for industrial/flex buildings in the subject vicinity.  Since the subject is 
a single occupant facility, I estimated the management fee to be 3.00%, which is 
at the lower end of the range. 
 
• Leasing Commissions:  The annual leasing commissions are 5.00% of Adjusted 
Gross Income.  Joseph Patti of Patrick G. Tomlinson Real Estate indicates that 
leasing commissions in the Delaware County industrial/flex market average 
5.00% of actual collections. 
 
• Capital Expense Reserve:  The annual capital expense reserve is $0.50 per square 
foot of gross building.  Based on an analysis of the subject’s medium lived and 
short lived building components, it appears that the subject will require annual 
maintenance totaling $275,000 over the next ten years.  The annual cost to fund 
the maintenance obligation based on a ten year holding period and the property’s 
8.50% overall capitalization rate is $18,537, or $0.50 per year.   
 
Stabilized Income and Expense Estimate.  I have estimated potential gross income at 
$304,410 based upon an analysis of leases for similar properties.  Deducting an allowance for 
vacancy of $30,440 (10%) and expenses of $104,690 results in a net income before debt service 





STABILIZED INCOME & EXPENSE ESTIMATE 
Rounded to Nearest $10 
 
   Total 
    
Potential Gross Income                
  Base Rental Income  $240,110 
                                                 
  Expense Reimbursement Income                
    Horne Dr Maintenance 1,500  
    Insurance                     3,690  
    Utilities                     18,470  
    Real Estate Taxes 40,630  
  Total Reimbursement Income   64,290 
                                                 
Total Potential Gross Income  304,400 
   
  General Vacancy (5%)  (30,440) 
   
Adjusted Gross Income  273,960 
   
Operating Expenses                 
  Horne Dr Maintenance 1,500  
  Insurance                       3,690  
  Utilities                       18,470  
  Real Estate Taxes 40,630  
  Management Fee 8,220  
Total Operating Expenses  72,510 
                                    
Net Operating Income  201,450 
                                     
Leasing & Capital Costs                
  Leasing Commissions 13,700  
  Capital Expense Reserve 18,470  
Total Leasing & Capital Costs  32,170 
                                     
Net Income Before Debt Service  $169,280 
 
Overall Capitalization Rate – Built Up 
 
Mortgage Interest Rate and Mortgage Term Selection.  In order to identify market interest 
rates for long term debt for properties such as the subject as of the date of valuation, I have 
surveyed several of the major local lending institutions including both regional and community 
banking institutions.  The table on the following page summarizes the information. 
 




7.50% are competitively available.  Typical loan terms that are available range from 20 years to 
25 years for properties such as the subject.  I estimate that the general preference is to write a 
loan for a term of no longer than 25 years on a facility like the subject, and that the likely interest 
rate associated with such a loan would be 7.50% per year.   
 
MORTGAGE INTEREST RATE AND AMORTIZATION 
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7 Years 25 Years 




5 Years 20 Years 




5 Years 20-25 Years 
 
Loan to Value Ratio and Weighted Cost of Capital Estimate.  The institutions surveyed 
indicated typical loan to value ratios as follows: 
 
LOAN TO VALUE RATIO 
 
Institution Loan to Value Ratio 
  
Sovereign Bank 70% to 75% 
Citizens Bank 75% 
DNB First 75% to 80% 
Wilmington Trust 75% 
 
Loan to value ratios range from 70% to 80% depending upon internal underwriting 
criteria and regulatory procedures.  Currently, the normal procedure in a sale transaction is for 
the borrower to invest no less than 20% to 30% in equity capital to obtain the requested 
mortgage.  Because of the subject's various characteristics, I have utilized a 70% loan to value 
ratio assuming that a potential purchaser would have an adequate credit rating to meet 
underwriting criteria. 
 
Equity Yield Rate Selection.  The rate of return on capital is of serious concern inasmuch 
as real estate is considered to be a long term capital investment.  Among alternative equity 
investments I have chosen 12% as being indicative of the required rate of return that would be 
expected by an investor acquiring the subject.  Real estate must compete in the capital markets 
for investment dollars and, consequently, the yield generated by a real estate investment must be 
competitive with other classes of long term investments. 
 




holding period from seven to ten years based upon turnover rates of competitive facilities in 
Delaware County.  However, industrial properties such as the subject are often held for longer 
than average periods.  With these factors in mind, I have utilized a holding period of 10 years in 
my capitalization rate development. 
 
Rate of Net Income Change over the Projection Period.  In my capitalization rate 
development I have estimated that the net income anticipated at the subject property over the 10 
year holding period will increase 1.50% per year.  This assumption has been derived from a 
review of the previous 10 year period sale/resale activity of industrial facilities in Delaware 
County, anticipated future consumer price index changes, and likely future occupancy patterns 
affecting the ability of owners to escalate rentals over time.  Net income patterns have been 
extremely variable in the past.  At present, market conditions have stabilized and a mildly 
escalating income stream is a reasonable expectation.  
 
Basic Capitalization Rate Development.  In building up the overall capitalization rate, I 
have taken into account the quality of the subject investment, currently available mortgage 
financing terms, investor "cash on cash" requirements, and the likelihood of future 
increases/decreases in net income and market value.  In a market of rising prices, a leveraged real 
estate investment offers the investor an increased yield when the factors of amortization and 
capital appreciation are taken into account.  In a market of falling prices, a leveraged real estate 
investment offers the investor the opportunity to offset amortization against capital depreciation 
to stabilize yield. 
 
The overall capitalization rate has been developed in a two stage procedure: first, a basic 
capitalization rate has been calculated, including an adjustment for equity buildup through 
mortgage amortization during the projected investment holding period; and second, the basic 
capitalization rate has been adjusted to reflect the costs of property acquisition and disposition 
and to reflect future changes in income and prices.   
 
The basic capitalization rate has been calculated assuming that a potential purchaser 
could secure a 7.50% interest rate mortgage for 70% of appraised value for a term of 25 years 
(indicating a mortgage constant of 8.8679%), and that the required yield to attract investment in 
the subject would be 12 percent.  The basic capitalization rate was developed as follows:  
 
Mortgage Interest Rate (I)  7.5000% 
Mortgage Term (n)  25 years 
Mortgage Constant Percentage (If)  8.8679% 
Equity Yield Rate (Y)  12.0000% 
Loan to Value Ratio (M)  70.0000% 
Investment Holding Period (N)  10 years 
Percentage of Loan Paid Off (P)  20.2825% 
Sinking Fund Factor @ Yield Rate (SFF)  5.6984% 
   
Basic Capitalization Rate ("r")  8.9985% 





Overall Capitalization Rate Development.  The basic capitalization rate has been adjusted 
by factors that account for the normal costs incurred in the acquisition and disposition of an 
investment property and that reflect changes in both net income and market value during the 
projected investment holding period.  The costs associated with property acquisition and 
disposition (legal fees, transfer taxes, broker commissions, etc.) are both substantial and well 
known, and must be factored into the yield expectations of typical investors.  I have projected 
acquisition costs to be 3.00% of the initial purchase price and disposition costs to be 7.00% of 
the selling price at the end of the projected investment holding period. 
 
Although constant or straight line changes in income and/or value are not always 
consistent with experience, provision for them is a reasonable consideration that protects against 
contingencies that do occur from time to time in market behavior and operating performance.  
Both an increasing income stream and an appreciating market value can be anticipated for the 
subject as a result of improvement in the demand for industrial facilities in the subject location, 
and I project that the subject net income and market value will rise 1.50% annually, on average, 
over a 10 year holding period, or a total of 20 percent. 
 
Factors utilized to derive the investment cost, value change, and income change 
adjustments to the basic capitalization rate are as follows: 
 
Investment Holding Period (N)  10 years 
Acquisition Cost Factor (AC)  3.0000% 
Disposition Cost Factor (DC)  7.0000% 
Total Value Appreciation (app)  15.0000% 
Total Income Increase (inc)  15.0000% 
Sinking Fund Factor @ Yield Rate (SFF)  5.6984% 
Yield Constant Percentage (Yf)  17.6984% 
Income Adjustment Factor (J)  36.5573% 
   
Investment Cost Adjustment (INV)  0.9897% 
(AC*Yf)+(DC*(1+app)*SFF)   
Value Change Adjustment (VAL)  0.8548% 
(app*SFF)   
Income Change Adjustment (INC)  5.4836% 
(inc*J)   
   
Overall Capitalization Rate ("R")  8.6586% 
(r+INV-VAL)/(1+INC)   
 
I developed he overall capitalization rate by applying the above factors to the 8.9985% 
basic capitalization rate as follows: 
 
Overall Capitalization Rate "R"  = r + INV – VAL 
100% + INC 
 




Overall Capitalization Rate – Derived from Comparable Sales 
 
In addition to the overall capitalization rate developed in the preceding sections, I also 
derived an overall capitalization rate from comparable sales.  Presented below are four 
transactions for which the net operating income at the time of sale was available.  Derived 
overall capitalization rates range from 6.45% to 7.97 percent. 
 
OVERALL CAPITALIZATION RATES DERIVED FROM COMPARABLE SALES 
    
Property Net Operating 
Income 
Price Indicated OAR 
    
16 Creek Parkway 
Boothwyn, PA 
$763,200 $10,600,000 7.20% 
790 Birney Highway 
Rolling Hills Industrial Park 
Aston, PA 
$255,000 $3,200,000 7.97% 
900 Carpenters Crossing 
Folcroft West Industrial Park 
Folcroft, PA 
$96,800 $1,500,000 6.45% 
1 Tura Lane 
Folcroft West Industrial Park 
Folcroft, PA 
$75,000 $950,000 7.89% 
 
Overall Capitalization Rate – Debt Coverage Formula 
 
A third method to develop an overall capitalization rate is the debt coverage formula.  To 
estimate an overall rate, the debt coverage ratio can be multiplied by the mortgage capitalization 
rate (the mortgage constant), and the loan to value ratio.43
DEBT COVERAGE RATIOS 
  The financial institution I surveyed 
indicated that debt coverage ratios ranged from 1.20 to 1.25 as summarized below. 
 
 
Institution Debt Coverage Ratios 
  
Sovereign Bank 1.20 to 1.25 
Citizens Bank 1.25 
DNB First 1.20 to 1.25 
Wilmington Trust 1.20 
 
 In previous sections of the Income Approach, I stated that based on the subject’s various 
characteristics, the likely mortgage constant was 8.87% and the likely loan to value ratio was 70 
percent.  The following table summarizes the overall capitalization rates that result from utilizing 
debt service coverage ratios of 1.20 and 1.25, an 8.87% mortgage constant, and a 70% loan to 
                                                 






OVERALL CAPITALIZATION RATES 
FROM DEBT COVERAGE FORMULA 









    
1.20 8.87% 70.00% 7.45% 
1.25 8.87% 70.00% 7.76% 
 
Selection of Overall Capitalization Rate 
 
I utilized three methods to develop the appropriate overall capitalization rate.  First, I 
built up an overall rate based on the investment requirements of debt and equity, forecasted 
changes in the subject’s net income, and forecasted changes in the subject’s property value.  The 
second method derived overall capitalization rates from comparable sales.  The third method 
calculated an overall rate from the debt coverage formula.  The following table summarizes the 
results of the three methods. 
 







Built Up Rate 8.66% 
Comparable Sales 6.45% to 7.89% 
Debt Coverage Formula 7.45% to 7.76% 
 
 Based upon the foregoing, I believe that the appropriate capitalization rate is 8.50 
percent.  The overall rates derived from comparable sales ranged from 6.45% to 7.89%.  I 
believe that the high end of the range of comparable sales establishes the lowest possible 
capitalization rate for the subject after comparing the various characteristics of the subject and 
the comparables.  The debt coverage formula serves to narrow the range of potential overall rates 
to at least 7.50 percent.  I placed the greatest reliance on the rate I built up with the various debt 
and equity ingredients, and the forecasted changes in net income and property values for the 
subject property.  Therefore, it is my opinion that the appropriate overall capitalization rate is 
8.50 percent.  
 
Value Estimate by the Income Approach 
 
Dividing the $169,280 net income before debt service by the 8.50% overall capitalization 






 The reconciliation of the value indicators for the fee simple interest in the subject 
property involves a reconsideration of the various approaches to value. 
 
 The Income Approach provided a value estimate of $1,990,000 based on net leases of 
light industrial/flex buildings that directly compete with the subject.  Analysis of the operations 
of a number of operations in the Folcroft West Industrial Park provided reliable data.  I 
developed the overall capitalization rate with three different methods.  I placed the greatest 
reliance on the rate I developed with conservative estimates of the projected future growth in the 
subject’s net income and property values when compared to the data provided by the Market 
Analysis.  The two remaining methods, in my opinion, provided the floor and not the ceiling for 
the appropriate overall capitalization rate.  Although the subject is most likely to be purchased by 
an owner/user that would not place primary emphasis on the Income Approach, the active 
investment market for properties in the subject’s peer group, especially in the Folcroft West 
Industrial Park, I placed great emphasis on this approach. 
 
 The Sales Comparison Approach resulted in a $2,000,000 value estimate.  All of the 
comparable sales came from the subject’s peer group and are located in industrial parks within 
Delaware County.  Three of the sales came from the Folcroft West Industrial Park.  One of the 
improved sales (Improved Sale No. 6) is next door to the subject.  At least one of the sales is 
crane served like the subject.  I relied upon the Sales Comparison Approach to the same extent as 
the Income Approach given the availability of three sales in the subject industrial park and the 
sale of one of the improved properties adjacent to the subject. 
 
 The Cost Approach provided a $2,050,000 value estimate.  Depreciation from all sources 
totaled more than 60% of the cost new estimate.  While an owner/user may be the likely 
purchaser who would be interested in the cost to replace the property, the subject contains many 
features that an alternate user would not replicate in today’s market.  I was reluctant to primarily 
rely upon the Cost Approach in light of the relatively high percentage of accrued depreciation.   
 
The Sales Comparison Approach and Income Approach yielded nearly the same 
$2,000,000 estimate.  If I placed equal emphasis on the Sales Comparison Approach and the 
Income Approach, a $1,995,000 value results.  Data from the Folcroft West Industrial Park 
provided half of the transaction in the Sales Comparison Approach and a majority of the data that 
underpinned the Income Approach.  The Cost Approach utilized a component estimate to create 
a reliable cost new for the subject, but I am more swayed by the depth of information provided 
by the subject’s industrial park. 
 
Accordingly, I chose a value conclusion of $2,000,000, or $54.14 per square foot.  A 
$2,000,000 value conclusion is within 2.50% of estimate by the Cost Approach and within 
0.50% of the estimate by the Income Approach. 
 
CERTIFICATION OF VALUE 
 
Page 119 
After considering all the facts and circumstances in connection with the subject property, 
it is my opinion that the market value of the subject fee simple interest in its “as is” condition as 
of June 1, 2008 to be: 
 






ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 
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I made this appraisal report subject to the following general assumptions: 
 
• I assume no responsibility for the legal description provided or for matters pertaining to 
legal or title considerations.  I assume that title to the property is good and marketable 
unless otherwise stated. 
 
• The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens or encumbrances unless 
otherwise stated. 
 
• I assume that ownership is responsible and property management is competent. 
 
• I believe that the information furnished by others is reliable, but I give no warranty for its 
accuracy. 
 
• I assume that all engineering studies are correct.  I included the plot plans and illustrative 
material in this report only to help the reader visualize the property. 
 
• I assume that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or 
structures that render it more or less valuable.  I do not assume responsibility for such 
conditions or for obtaining the engineering studies that may be required to discover them. 
 
• I assume that the property is in full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local 
environmental regulations and laws unless I have otherwise stated, described, and 
considered the nonconformity in the appraisal report. 
 
• I assume that the property conforms to all applicable zoning and use regulations and 
restrictions unless I have otherwise identified, described, and considered the 
nonconformity in the appraisal. 
 
• I assume that the appropriate local, state, or national governments or private entities or 
organizations and other legislative or administrative authorities have issued or will issue 
or renew all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, or consents for any use on which 
I based the opinion of value contained in this report. 
 
• I assume that the use of the land and improvements exists within the confines of the 
boundaries or property lines of the property described and that there is no encroachment 
or trespass unless noted in the report. 
 
• Unless otherwise stated in this report, I did not observe the existence of hazardous 
materials, which may or may not be present on the property.  I have no knowledge of the 
existence of such materials on or in the property.  However, I am not qualified to detect 
such substances.  The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam 
insulation and other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property.  
I predicated my value estimate on the assumption that there is no such material on or in 
the property.  I assume no responsibility for such conditions or for any expertise or 
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 
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engineering knowledge required to discover them.  I urge the intended user to retain an 
expert in this field, if desired. 
 
• I based the forecasts, projections, and operating estimates contained herein on current 
market conditions, anticipated short-term supply and demand factors, and a continued 
stabile economy.  These forecasts are, therefore, subject to changes with future 
conditions. 
 
I made this appraisal report subject to the following general limiting conditions: 
 
• Any allocation of the total value estimated in this report between the land and the 
improvements applies only under the stated program of utilization.  The separate values 
allocated to the land and buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other 
appraisal and are invalid if so used. 
 
• Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. 
 
• By reason of this appraisal, I am not required to give further consultation or testimony or 
to be in attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless 
arrangements have been previously made. 
 
• Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to 
value, the identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) 
shall be disseminated to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or 
other media without the prior my written consent and approval. 
 
• Any opinions of value provided in the report apply to the entire property, and any 
proration or division of the total into fractional interests will invalidate the opinion of 
value, unless such proration or division of interests has been set forth in the report. 
 
• The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became effective January 26, 1992.  I have 
not made a specific compliance survey or analysis of the property to determine whether 
or not it is in conformity with the various detailed requirements of ADA.  It is possible 
that a compliance survey of the property and a detailed analysis of the requirements of 
ADA would reveal that the property is not in compliance with one or more requirements 
of the act.  If so, this fact could have a negative impact upon the value of the property.  
Since I have no direct evidence relating to this issue, I have not considered possible 




I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief: 
 
• The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct. 
 
• The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased 
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions. 
 
• I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report 
and no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved. 
 
• I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties 
involved in this assignment. 
 
• My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting 
predetermined results. 
 
• My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development 
or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the 
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the 
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal. 
 
• I made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report. 
 
• Except for the component cost new estimate prepared by David A. Trommelen of 
Tromco Enterprises, L.L.C., no one provided me with significant real property appraisal 
assistance. 
 
• The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has 
been prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Appraisal Institute’s Code of 
Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, which include the 
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
 
• The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to 




John J. Coyle 4th 
PA General Appraiser # GA003567 
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